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Summary '

In this thesis some aspects of binaries that emit X-rays, are
discussed. The brightest X-ray sources in our galaxy as observed by
satellites like UHURU all consist of a compact star - i.e. a star
with a similar mass as the sun, but with a much smaller radius - and
an accompanying ordinary star. The ordinary star loses matter that
falls in the deep gravitational potential well of the compact star,
and emits its released energy as X-rays.

In chapters VII and VIII we investigate which mechanism is
responsible for the mass transfer in systems where the mass-losing
star is less massive than the sun. According to the theory of
general relativity the binary loses energy in the form of
gravitational radiation, which causes the stars to fall towards one
another. According to the current theory, proposed by Paczynski in
1967, this effect sufficiently explains the mass transfer. In
chapter VII it is shown that this is not the case, and that
especially in the somewhat wider binaries much more matter is
transferred than can be explained in terms of this theory, even when
we take some hitherto neglected effects into account. In chapter
VIII we describe another mechanism of mass transfer. It is well
known that a star like the sun loses angular momentum with its
stellar wind. When such a star loses angular momentum in a binary,
this will lead to loss of angular momentum from the system, as
rotation and revolution are tldally coupled in a narrow binary. By
a rough estimate we show that it is possible to explain the observed
mass-transfer rates with this mechanism.

The transferred matter will often enter a gaseous disk around
the compact star, and spiral inwards slowly through this disk. In
chapter V we investigate the conditions for the formation of such a
disk, and write down the equations governing its structure. A
classification scheme enables us to discuss the different models
that have been proposed» It is concluded that different models lead
to very similar results for those regions of the disk where gas
pressure is more important than radiative pressure, and that these
results agree fairly well with observations. No consistent model
has been constructed as yet for the region where radiative pressure
is dominant, and that occurs only around non-magnetic neutron stars
or black holes. Theoretically one predicts that the optical light
emitted by a disk around a neutron star is mainly caused by X-ray
photons from the immediate surroundings of the neutron star that hit
the outer disk surface, are absorbed, theraalised, and re-eaitted in
the optical and ultraviolet region* of the spectrum* Thia
expectation it verified by comparison with the collected
observational data of low-mass X-ray binaries.

In chapter II-IV optical observations on two sources are
analysed. 2A0311-227 consists of a strongly magnetised white dwarf
and a low-mass companion. Matter is falling from the companion
towards the surface of the white dwarf along the magnetic field
lines. The lightcurves are very intricate, and difficult to explain



in a detailed model.' But this much can be concluded that the
striking change of the Ha-lines from emission into absorption is
caused by the appearance of a bright red source of light behind the
gae that emits the emission lines. In chapter IV an MgH and Mgb
triplet depression are identified in the spectrum of the transient
X-ray source Cen X-4. This depression must be explained by the
presence of a K-star, and the existence of a companion to the
neutron star is therefore proved observationally. Apart from this
we find that the emission lines are still rather strong, although
the X-ray flux has decreased with a factor 101*. A possible
explanation for this is given as heating of the gas by thermal
radiation from the hot neutron star.

In the introduction I try to improve the legibility of the
articles for a more general public than the specialists for who the
articles were written by giving some information on the general
background of this research. Also I use the opportunity to discuss
the recent X-ray and infrared observations on 2AO311-227.
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1. Historical overview and general background.

When the launch of the UHURÜ satellite, December 12 1970,
opened the era of systematic investigation of the X-ray sky, rocket
experiments had already revealed the existence of a surprisingly
large number of strong celestial X-ray sources. From the
concentration of the sources towards the galactic plane it was clear
that a substantial fraction of the objects in the second UHURU
catalogue of X-ray sources (1) is situated in our own galaxy.

A model for the X-ray sources in our own galaxy had already
been proposed by Shklovsky (2), following the identification of one
of them with a nova-like optical star (3). In this model a neutron
star captures matter lost by an accompanying main-sequence star of
low (<1 M e) mass. As the captured matter falls into the deep
gravitational potential well of the neutron star, an enormous amount
of energy is liberated and emitted as X-rays (4). Several serious
objections to this model were raised almost immediately. The
supernova explosion in which the neutron star is formed will tear a
low-ma88 companion star to pieces (5). And even granted that the
low-mass star survives the explosion, it would still be thrown out
of the neighbourhood of the neutron star, as the explosion dissolves
the binary (6).

It was therefore a great surprise when the analysis of one year
of data from the pulsating source Cen X-3 (i.e. the third X-ray
source discovered in the constellation Centaurus) showed
conclusively that the neutron star moves around a massive companion
and is eclipsed by it (7).

The evolutionary history of such an object was soon given by
Van den Heuvel and Heise (8). When two massive stars form a binary,
the more massive one may transfer an appreciable amount of matter to
its companion in the course of its evolution. By this mass transfer
it may have become the less massive of the two stars before it
explodes as a supernova, and the newly born neutron star will remain
bound to its massive companion. The massive companion will
subsequently evolve, and can lose matter to the neutron star either
by expanding beyond its Roche lobe, or by a strong stellar vind.
Subsequent research has shown that many X-ray sources have a aasslve
(>10 H^ ) companion. For these sources the evolutionary picture just
sketched is now generally accepted, and figure 1 (from (8)) or an
adapted version is a well known feature of books on X-ray astronoay.

About half of the stellar X-ray sources in the UHURU catalogue
offered no such obvious clues to its nature, however, showing no
pulses, no eclipsesf and no binary character. The high luainosity
of these sources implies amounts of matter being captured by the
coapact star that cannot be supplied by the tenuous interstellar
aedlua, and the conviction arose that these sources are of the type
•s proposed by Shklovsky (2), i.e. neutron «tars with a low-aass
companion* In the course of the last few years this picture has
been verified by observations, end it • can now be considered «s
established (9).
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Figure 1. Evolutionary history of a maaaive X-ray binary.
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Our understanding of Che evolutionary history of these sources
is very limited, however, as the objections originally raised
against Shklovsky's model (5,6) are still valid. To circumvent I
these objections it has been suggested that a low-mass X-ray binary *
is formed after the supernova explosion, when a low-mass star
collides with the neutron star and captures it (10). It is most
likely that the X-ray sources in globular clusters were formed in
this way. For the other X-ray binaries, however, possibly very
exotic evolutionary scenarios are required (11)*

Thus the strong (Lx>10
36erg/s) stellar X-ray sources can be

divided in two distinct classes: the massive binaries and the
low-mas8 binaries. In both classes a neutron star captures matter
froo its companion, and as this natter falls in the gravitational
potential well of the neutron star the X-rays are liberated in the
vicinity of the neutron star.

A class of somewhat weaker (Î > 1033-10S5erg/s) X-ray sources
emerged when the sensitivity of the detectors in X-ray satellites
was improved: the category of cataclysmic variables. A cataclysmic
variable is a binary consisting of a white dwarf and a low-mass
companion. The difference with a low-mass strong stellar X-ray
source is merely that a white dwarf rather than a neutron star I
resides in the center of the accretion disk. Indeed, as we have I
seen, Shklovsky based his rat del for the strong sources on the model
for cataclysmic variables. The evolutionary history of cataclysmic
variables is as yet poorly understood. One of the problems is the
fact that the companion to the white dwarf looks very much like an
unevolved, ordinary main-sequence star, and seens surprisingly
unscathed by the violent processes that must have accompanied the
formation of the white dwarf.

With the HEAO-2 (EINSTEIN) satellite, launched November 13
1978, many new sources in this category were discovered.

In my thesis I discuss some aspects of these categories of
stellar X-ray sources, massive and low-mess strong stellar X-ray
sources, and cataclysmic variables. Most interest will be centered
on the low-nass sources, however. The EINSTEIN satellite has shown
many single stars to be weak X-ray emitters: these X-ray sources
will not be discussed here.

In the first part of this thesis (chapters II to IV) some
optical observations on optical counterparts of X-ray sources are
discussed. This (soaewhat technical) part exemplifies the way in
which optical observations contribute to our understanding of X-ray
sources* The articles in this part were written together with
others. Hy contribution to them consisted in the reduction of the
spectroscopie data, and in devising a AH Her type model for
2A0311-227 (') together with Jan van Paradijs and Ed van den Heuvel. |

Ariel V catalogue. Other satellite indicators are
O2A0311-227 stands for the source with celestial coordinates a » 3 11
Ö--22.7 in the second Ariel V catalogue.
UQWURU), S(SAS-3), H(HEAO-i), E (EINSTEIN).
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The mass transfer in the majority of binary X-ray sources takes
place via a gaseous disk around the compact star. In the second
part of the thesis (chapters V and VI) the structure of these
accretion disks is discussed. Chapter VI was written together with
Jan van Paradijs. He collected the data for this chapter (see (9)),
and we discussed the results together.

In the third and final part of my thesis (chapters VII and
VIII) I tackle the problem of explaining the mass transfer in
low-mass binaries. The work described in chapter VII was done under
my guidance by Karin Kieboom; the part on 4U1626-67 was suggested to
us by Ed van den Heuvel. The calculations of chapter VIII were done
by me after a suggestion by Cees Zwaan.

The articles are presented here as they are published (or in
press), apart from printing errors, that have been corrected.
References to preprints of articles that have been published in the
meantime have been replaced by references to the place of
publication.

I will continue this introductory chapter by introducing each
of the three parts of the thesis in some more detail.

2. Optical observations of 2A0311-227 and Cen X-4 '

2A03U-227

Some cataclysmic variables, commonly referred to as the AM Her
type systems, contain white dwarfs with extremely strong magnetic
fields: ^108gauss at the stellar surface. The magnetic dipole
moment of these stars, 1035gauss cm3, is even stronger than that of
the pulsars, 1O30gauss cm3. Hence, whereas the magnetic forces
dominate over the gravitational forces around an X-ray pulsar out to
some 1000 km, the magnetic forces of these magnetized white dwarfs
determine the motion of ionized matter out to half a million km,
i.e. all the way to the companion star. Probably, therefore, the
white dwarf is locked to the mass-losing star, and rotates with the
binary orbital period.

There are at present four systems known in this category: AH
Her, VV Pup, AN UHa, and 2AO311-227. In all of these systems the
transferred matter probably flows from the surface of the
mass-losing star to the white dwarf surface along the aagnetic field
lines. Above the white dwarf surface a standing shock is formed.
The matter patting this shock is heated to keV temperatures and
emits X-rays and ultraviolet radiation.

The beat investigated source is AM Her. Scheaatical light
curves in soft X-ray, ultraviolet, and optical are shown in figure
2. The hard X-ray light curve i« similar to the «oft X-ray light
curve (IS). All light curves show a 3.1 hour period» There «re two J
minima in the optical lightcurve, the secondary minimum roughly
coinciding with the single minima in the X-ray and ultraviolet
llghtcurves. These lightcurves show variability with time: the
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Figure 3. Sohematio lightourvea for 2A0311-227. UBV: after chapter II.
X-ray: after White (18). I: after Motoh et al. (19).
K: after Bailey et al. (20).
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phase of the primary optical minimum varies somewhat, and sometimes
the secondary optical minimum is observed to disappear, together
with the X-ray minimum. At phase 0.0 the optical light shows linear I
polarisation of a few percent, and no circular polarisation. At
other phases there is no linear polarisation, whereas the circular
polarisation varies regularly throughout the orbit. The
polarisation is explained by the presence of a magnetic field:
looking perpendicular to the field lines we observe linear
polarisation, looking along the field lines circular polarisation.
Three different models have been proposed to explain the lightcurves
of figure 2. Priedhorsky and Krzeminski (12) assume that the white
dwarf - being locked by its magnetic field to its companion -
rotates with the orbital period, and accretes matter onto one
magnetic pole. The primary optical minimum corresponds to
occultation of this pole by the white dwarf. The secondary optical
minimum and the ultraviolet and X-ray minima occur when we are
looking down the accretion column, and the hot emitting region is
obscured by the onfalli-ig matter. In the model of Lamb (16) the
X-ray, ultraviolet, any secondary optical eclipse are caused by
occultation of the one accreting pole by the white dwarf, whereas
the primary optical minimum is caused by obscuration of this pole by
the onfailing matter. The secondary optical minimum and the X-ray I
minimum disappear when ".he other magnetic pole starts to accrete *
matter as well. In the model of Kruszewski (17) the two magnetic
poles are of unequal strength. They both accrete matter, the
stronger pole emitting the visual light, the weaker one the
infrared, the ultraviolet, and the X-rays. The minima are caused in
this model by occultation.

The first two models both have difficulties. In order to
enable an occultation of the optical light without occultation of
the ultraviolet and X-rays, the model of Priedhorsky and Krzeminski
requires that the ultraviolet and X-rays are produced at a larger
distance from the stellar surface than the optical, which is
difficult to understand. Also the ratio of the X-ray flux between
0.18-0.3 keV to the flux between 0.3-0.5 keV does not change during
the X-ray eclipse, contrary to expectation in case of obscuration.
A problem with the model of Lamb is that the secondary optical and
the X-ray minimum do not occur at exactly the sane phase. Also it
is not obvious how the flow of accreted matter can shift from one
pole to the other. The model of KruszewBki is hard to test as long
as consistent models for the emission of the matter beyond the shock
are wanting.

Notwithstanding the many and detailed observations on AH Her,
we nay conclude that the picture is far from clear.

Comparing figure 3 with figure 2 we see that the situation for •
2A0311-227 is even more complicated. (The X-ray and infrared data
were not available..at the tine of our publication of chapter II.) In
•y opinion no convincing model explaining all light curve* haa been i
proposed so far.

At binary phases 0.4 - 0.45 the Ha emission line that is
present in the spectrum at other phases, dissappears, and an
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absorption line appears Instead. As argued In chapter II this
Indicates that we are looking at the accreting red magnetic pole on i
the white dwarf through the stream of matter falling towards It. \
Assuming that this matter flows more or less along the line
connecting the two stars, one is inclined to conclude a) that the
accreting magnetic pole on the white dwarf faces the companion star,
and b) that the line of sight is close to the orbital plane, I.e.
the inclination of the system is close to 90°. The narrow eclipse
reported by Bailey et al. (20) seems to confirm conclusion b ) .
These conclusions are contradicted by the occurrence of the linear
polarization peak at phase 0.0, which means that we are looking
perpendicular to the accreting pole at this phase. In chapter II we
propose therefore to drop conclusion a ) , and to place the magnetic
pole at the white dwarf in another position to give the linear
polarization pulse at the right phase. Schneider and Young (21) and
White (18) have later proposed to drop conclusion b) and to assume
that both the inclination of the binary orbit with respect to the
line of sight and the inclination of the accreting pole with respect
to the orbital plane are approximately 45° At phase 0.0 we look
perpendicular at the field lines that emerge rros the magnetic pole,
at phase 0.45 along them. This exoleins the Ha absorption line and »
the X-ray eclipse at phase 0.45. [

None of these two models can do justice to the full complexity
of the light curves collected in figure 3. At present our
understanding of 2AO311-227 is as confused as that of AH Her, or
even more so.

Cen X-4

A number of sources in the UHURU catalogue are of a transient
character: they show up in the X-rays quite suddenly, and then
gradually disappear again. The limited spectral resolution of the
UHURU satellite detectors allows a determination of the X-ray flux
as a function of energy between 2 and 10 keV. The massive X-ray
binaries emit more 10 keV photons relative to 2 keV photons than the
low-mass X-ray binaries, and are said to have hard X-ray spectra
(kT>15 keV for a black body fit) as compared to the soft (kT<7 keV)
spectra of the low-mass binaries (22). The transients show this
same dichotomy (23), and it may be concluded that some of the
transients are massive binaries, others low-mass binaries.

In persistent low-mass X-ray binaries most of the optical
emission Is caused by reprocessing of X-rays that lapinge on the
accretion disk, are thermalised, and re-emitted in the near
ultraviolet and optical region* of the spectrum (tee chapter VI)*
In these sources there is little hope to see the mass-losing
companion of the neutron «tar. In soft transient* the optical
emission is seen to dwindle together with the X-ray flux, and it can
be hoped that the companion star becomes visible in the optical when I
the optical emission of the disk has disappeared, thus enabling us
to prove observationally the existence of the companion «tar that \
has been proposed on theoretical grounds* This hope has been
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justified in a number of cases, of which chapter IV offers one.

3. Accretion disks

The matter falling from the mass-losing star towards the
compact star has too much angular momentum with respect to the
compact star to reach it directly. Hence an accretion disk is
present in most binary X-ray sources, as explained in chapter V.
The only stellar systems in which accretion disks are probably
absent are the massive X-ray binaries in which matter is transferred
by wind, and the magnetized cataclysmic variables of the AM Her
type.

Accretion disks may well be present around thé massive
(MO 9 M») black holes that are thought to swallow matter in the
nuclei of galaxies that are extremely strong (> lO^erg/s) radio or
X-ray emitters. This and the existence of a black hole candidate
(Cyg X-l) in our own galaxy - a massive X-ray binary where the
compact cbject may be a black hole of some 5 M 8 - has caused many
theorists to make models for accretion disks around black holes.
The lure of general relativity may also have stimulated the interest
in such models. Virtually all strong stellar X-ray sources involve
a neutron star, as we have seen. For these.sources, as well as for
the cataclysmic variables, the basic disk model, as first elaborated
by Shakura and Sunyaev (24) is equally applicable, apart from the
fact that there, is a central solid body present. Around neutron
stars with a strong magnetic field this means that the central part
of the disk is disrupted by magnetic forces, around weakly magnetic
neutron stars and white dwarfs it means the existence of a boundary
layer between the disk and the stellar surface. Authors that apply
the Shakura and Sunyaev model to these last-mentioned sources and
compare theoretical disk spectra to observed spectra have the
tendency to overlook that the boundary layer alone emits an amount
of energy equal to that emitted by the entire disk.

The standard model of Shakura and Sunyaev experiences
difficulties when applied to the innermost part of the disk around a
non-magnetic neutron star or around a black hole. In this model
(where the disk is described with a cylindrical coordinate system
with the origin In the centre of the disk) the radial components of
the pressure derivative, the viscous force, and the acceleration of
the matter are neglected. Near tbs centre this neglect is not
justifiable (25). Although the region where these terms are
important is very snail, it it exactly this region where aost of the
energy is emitted, so that these deviations may well influence the
overall disk spectrum. Another point of interest Is that the radial
pressure derivative is strongly dependent on the height In the disk,
which means that differential rotation in the disk occurs not only
in the radial direction but also in the vertical direction*

The aain impediment to a solution of these problems is the
unknown nature of the mechanism that causes the viscosity. In a
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disk around a non-magnetic neutron star the presence of the boundary
layer complicates the problem even more.

In chapter V the numerous disk models that have been proposed
are compared with the observations and with one another. None of
these models offers a solution to the above-mentioned problem, and
we are forced to conclude that no satisfying model for the innermost
disk region exists. In chapter VI the theoretical expectation that
reprocessing of X-rays dominates the optical spectrum of a disk
around a neutron star is confirmed by a comparison with the
observations.

4. Mass transfer

The existence of the X-ray binaries depends on the process of
mass transfer. In massive binaries the mechanisms causing mass
transfer are well understood. Massive 0 and B stars have strong
stellar winds, and an accompanying neutron star only has to capture
a small fraction of the wind latter to become visible as an X-ray
source. Also, massive stars evolve rapidly, and expand drastically
at certain phases of their evolution. In a narrow binary this may
lead to rapid mass transfer to the neutron star, and a strong X-ray
source ensues. In fact, the problem arises that rather too much
matter is transferred, leading to a thick cloud of matter around the
neutron star, which hides the X-ray source. This problem has baen
solved by Savonije (26), who has shown that it takes some time after
the onset of mass transfer befora these very high mass-transfer
rates are reached.

In low-mass X-ray binaries both these possibilities are absent:
low-mass stars show no appreciable vind, and evolve too slowly for
any ir.ereeting expansion to take place. An alternative explanation
has been brought forward by Paczynski (27). He remarks that energy
losses due tc gravitational radiation are important in very narrow
binaries according to general relativity. This energy loss
corresponds to a loss of angular momentum, and leads to a shrinking
of the orbit. As the two stars approach one another, their Roche
lobes shrink accordingly, and a star that originally filled its
Roche lobe will spill over matter to its companion. This model was
first proposed for cataclysmic variables, but is equally applicable
to low-aass strong binary X-ray sources, that have the same
configuration* For ultrashort-period cataclysmic variables - with
orbital periods shorter than 3 hours - values for the mass-transfer
rate* predicted by this model agree reasonably well with
observation. For the longer period cataclymic variables, however,
the observed «ass-transfer rates are higher than the theoretically
predicted ones. For the brightest (Lx =10

38erg/s) low-aass strong
X-ray binaries the discrepancy is even more alarming.

In chapter VII «'e try to explain this difference by taking into
account 3ome previously neglected effects, such as the angular
•oaentur. of the accretion disk, and the reaction of the radius of
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the mass-losing star to rapid maas loss. We show that these effects
can not account for the high mass-transfer rates.

In chapter VIII we propose another mechanism to be responsible I
for the mass transfer. Although the amount of matter that a star *
such as the sun loses in its stellar wind is very small, the angular
momentum losses are appreciable due to the fact that the wind matter
is forced by the solar magnetic field to corotate with the solar

i surface out to several solar radii. By assuming that stars in
binaries are similarly subject to this so-called magnetic braking,
we can explain the high mass-transfer rates.

Both the gravitational and the magnetic mechanism for driving
mass transfer predict that many more weak X-ray sources - with low
mass-transfer rates - should exist than strong ones. This merely
reflects the fact that a star of 1 M. can keep on losing 1(T10 M0/yr
for as much as 1010years, but 1CT* M#/yr for 108 years only.
Looking at a certain moment in time one therefore expects to see a
few strong and many weak sources. Accretion onto a white dwarf
leads to e. luminosity a factor 1000 smaller than accretion onto a
neutron star with the same mass-transfer rate (aa explained in
chapter V.I.2). In 'he luminosity interval 10 3-103 erg/s one
expects to observe cataclysmic variables with high mass-transfer
rates (1CT6 -1O"10Me/yr) and low-mass binaries in which little matter I
is tiransferred (<1O~10 Me/yr). The first satellite able to detect l

sources in this interval, the EINSTEIN satellite, added many
cataclysmic variables to the list of X-ray sources, but failed to
find more than a handful of new neutron-star binaries. Apparently
there is a lower cut-off to the mass-transfer rate at approximately
10 loM0/yr. The existence of such a cut-off awaits an explanation.
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SUMMARY

A description is given of the results of simultaneous optical
photometric and spectroscopie observations of the *M Her type X-ray
binary 2A0311-227. The optical flux and the radial velocities and
strengths of the emission lines vary regularly with the orbital
period. During a small fraction of the orbital cycle the emission
lines for X> 5500 X turn into absorption. A qualitative model
explaining the data is presented.

Key words: X-ray binaries, AM Her type systems, white dwarfs,
accretion

(')Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory.
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Figure 1. Variation of the optical spectrum of 2A0311-227 during one orbital cycle (no zero
point of the flux scale is indicated), the main emission lines are due to H I3 He I and He II.
Note the temporary disappearance of the lines redward of 5500 S between phases 0.4 and 0.5.



Introduction

Polarlmetrie observations by Tapia (1979) of the optical
counterpart of the X-ray source 2A0311-227 (Cooke et al., 1978;
Hiltner et al., 1979; Griffiths et al. 1979) showed that this source
Is the fourth member of the class of AM Her systems, in which a
strongly magnetized white dwarf accretes matter from a Roche-lobe
filling low-ma8s companion star. (For a review of the properties of
these systems see Kruszewski, 1978.) 2A0311-227 has an 81-minute
orbital period, apparent in polar 1 me trie, photometric and
spectroscopie variations (Williams et al., 1979; Tapia, 1979; Watson
et al., 1980).

In this Letter we present the results of simultaneous
photometric and spectroscopie observations of this system» and give
a preliminary discussion of the implications of these data on its
geometric structure.

Observations

The spectroscopie data were obtained between 1979 November |
11.063 and 11.182 UT with the Image Dissector Scanner on the ESO 3.6
meter telescope (by E.v.d.H.). Two full cycles were covered in
these observations. The exposures, which were taken in pairs, were
started every 2 minutes and lasted for 100 seconds. The wavelength
range from 4000 to 7000 S was covered, with a dispersion of 171
S/mm. Wavelength calibration of the spectra was obtained by
exposure of a HeAr lamp before and after the observations, and one
at midtime. Absolute flux calibration was made by observation of
the white dwarf standard Hiltner 600 (Stone, 1977). The reduction
of the spectroscopie data including determination of the radial
velocity and strengths of spectral lines was carried out using the
ESO data reduction facility in Geneva.

The photometric observations were made between 1979 November
11.070 and 11.186 UT with the Walraven photometer attached to the 90
cm Dutch telescope at ESO (by v.L. and B.). With this Instrument
one obtains simultaneous photometric data in five passbands of
intermediate bandwidth between 3200 and 6000 X. (For a description
of the instrument and the photometric system see Lub and Pel, 1977).
The integration tine was 64 seconds, and a diaphragm of 16" was
used. The Walraven standard HD17081 was observed every hour. Sky
readings were made every 20 minutes. The night was photometric, and
the standard star data show a scatter less than 0.01 magnitude. In
the reduction of the data (which was done using the Leiden
photometric reduction program) we used the average extinction
coefficients for La Silla. .
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Figure 2. Variation of the #3 line strength as a function of
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Figure 3. Radial velocity curve of 2A0311-227 (average for all
emission lines).

TABLE I Summary of photometric results

passband B U W

X(eff) 5467 4325 3838 3633 3255
bandwidth 719 449 226 239 143
amplitude (nag) 1.15 0.65 0.40 0.35 0.25

t
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Results

In this Letter we will limit ourselves to a short discussion of
the main results. A more detailed presentation of the data,
including tabulation of relevant observational data, will be
published separately.

The spectrosopic data are summarized in Fig.l, which shows the
spectra from one orbital cycle. In the other cycle the behaviour is
basically the same. The following important features of these
spectra are apparent.
* The spectrum is dominated by strong emission lines of H I, He I
and He II, which vary significantly during the orbital cycle (see
Fig.2).
* Particularly striking is the sudden disappearance and subsequent
reappearance of Ha (and also He I XX 5876 and 6678) emission between
phase 0.4 and 0.5. (We use the polarization phase convention: phase
zero occurs at the linear polarization peak). The other Balmer
lines do not disappear, although they weaken significantly near
these phases.
* All spectral lines show large radial velocity variations with a
total amplitude of ̂ 800 km/s. The variation is approximately
sinusoidal, but near phase 0.5 a hump occurs on the radial velocity
curves of all lines (see Fig.3). The maximum velocities of approach
and recession occur at phases 0.0 and 0.5 respectively.
* The continuum in these spectra shows large variations in shape and
intensity. Below 4500 2 the continuum is rather weak and does not
vary much. For X> 4500 X large changes occur, with an amplitude
increasing to the red. Two maxima and two minima in the continuum
intensity can be distinguished.

These continuum variations are reflected in the light curves,
shown in Fig.4 for the five passbands separately. The large change
with wavelength of the shape and amplitude of the light curves is
clear (see also Table 1). In the V curve a broad minimum occurs
between phases 0.2 and 0.5, and a second, more narrow, minimum near
phase 0.7. A similar variation is visible in the B light curve;
however, the minimum near phase 0.7 is much narrower and weaker.
The broad minimum is shifted to somewhat later phases, and has
become weaker than in the V curve. This trend continues toward
shorter wavelengths: in the U light curve the dip near phase 0.7 has
disappeared, and the light curve has only a single broad minimum
centered on phase 0.55.

Discussion

The generally accepted qualitative model of an AH Her system i s
that of a close binary star, which contains a co-rotating, strongly
magnetized white dwarf, accreting matter from a Roche-lobe f i l l i n g
low-mass companion. The bulk of the visual continuum i s due to
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cyclotron emission from matter flowing Inward near one or both of
the magnetic poles of the white dwarf. The magnetic field is so
strong that the Alfven radius around the white dwarf is larger than
the distance between the two stars, and the transferred matter is
forced to flow along the field lines, as soon as it is ionized.

In fig.5 we have drawn a qualitative picture that may account
for the presently available data. The visual light (A>4500 X) is
generated by cyclotron emission in the accretion column above one of
the magnetic poles, close to the white dwarf surface. Accretion
onto the other magnetic pole will be invisible if the cyclotron
emission radiated near that pole is emitted redward of 7000 X
(weaker magnetic pole). The emission lines are formed in the gas
stream, the ionization of which is maintained by X-ray irradiation.
This is suggested by the presence of the X4640 complex of N III,
which is characteristic of such an environment (McClintock et al.,
1975). At phase 0.0 (linear polarization peak) we are looking
approximately perpendicular to the field lines near the magnetic
pole. As argued by Stockman (1977) it is only in .this direction
that Faraday rotation will not destroy the net polarization of the
emitted cyclotron light. Centered on phase 0.3 a very broad minimum
occurs in the V and B light curves due to the interception of the
cyclotron emission by the white dwarf body. The minimum near phase
0.7 is presumably due to scattering in the inflowing gas stream near
the white dwarf.
Watson et al. (1980) suggested that the broad minimum may actually

«tort

"WEST

tnd
broad minimum

VUghtcurv*

Figure S. Schematic model of 2A0311-227, as projected on the orbital
plane. The phases and the main observed events are indicated.
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consist of two separate minima, one of which (near phase 0.4) is due
to an eclipse of the accretion column by the companion star. In
view of the rather large flickering amplitude we feel that the
available data do not yet allow a firm judgment on this matter.

The change of Ha and the He I XX 5876/6678 lines from emission
into absorption between phases 0.4 and 0.5 is the result of an
eclipse of the accretion column by the line-emitting region. If,
for the sake of the argument, we picture this region as a
homogeneous slab, with source function S^ and optical depth in the
line \ , the emergent intensity in the line will be equal to
SL(l-exp(-TL)). If a fraction f of the slab is irradiated from
behind by an Intensity Io the emergent intensity will be
fIoexp(-TL)+Sii(l-exp(-T]j )) inside the line, and equal to flo outside
the line. In the line we observe an excess above the continuum
equal to (Si,-flo)(l-exp(-xL))« Depending on the value of f and the
relative magnitude of Ŝ  and Io we will observe an emission or an
absorption line. Since the intensity of the cyclotron emission (Io)
drops strongly toward the blue this simple model , explains why
Ha goes into absorption, but the higher members of the Balmer series
do not.

Since only a fraction of the line-emitting region with a local
radial velocity different from the average value will be in front of
the accretion column, the effect may be more important at one
wavelength than at another, and the line profile will become
distorted. This offers an explanation for the hump in the radial
velocity curve near the same (and slightly later) phases where
Ha goes into absorption.

From the assumption that the inflowing matter follows the
magnetic field lines, and that the white dwarf magnetic field is
dipolar, we can derive the following scaling relations.
* Since the field strength is (to within a factor two) proportional
to R~ 3 , the cross section of the stream is (: ) R 3 (R is the
distance to the white dwarf). Thus the thickness of the stream
K:)RU5 • 2
* With £v »GM d/R and the continuity equation we find for the
density p(:)H?«s .
* The optical depth across the stream P1(:)R (we here neglect the
variation of the opacity coefficient along the flow).
From these scaling rules we can derive that the majority of the line
emission from the flow originates from rather close to the companion
star. If we continue to assume that the Inflowing gas has a
homogeneous line source function S^ the contribution to the line
emission of a slice of the flow tube (lcm long) will vary as
l(R)SL(l-exp(-TL))). From the observed change of Hot from an
emission into an absorption line we know that the optical depth
through the fiow tube cannot be snail; we will therefore neglect the
exp(-Tj) term. In this approximation the emission line contribution
of a slice of the flow tube will very as R . This Is further
enhanced by the fact that with the presumed dipolar character of the
field the length along a (curved) flow tube, for a fixed change AR
In R, will increase with R for large angles between the line joining
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the stars and the direction of the magnetic pole (as is suggested by
the observations) one finds that the emission on the average
originates from a region around R/a ^ 0.8 to 0.9.

The observed radial velocity is composed of both orbital and
inflow components. From Warner's (1976) formula, which has been
derived on the assumption that the companion star is a Roche-lobe
filling main-sequence star, one finds for the mass of this companion
Hô O.lSM for an orbital period of 81 minutes. If we assume a
white-dwarf mass of 1 M© we obtain va-(2ira/P)"560 km/s. The radius
of the companion star is ^0.2a (Paczynski, 1971). Therefore, the
orbital velocity in the vicinity of the line-emitting region (see
above) is expected to be %300 km/s. In this region the inflow
velocity is s t i l l small, of the order of 500 km/s. The total
velocity vector of the emission region has a fixed direction
relative to the line between the two stars (thereby explaining the
nearly sinusoidal radial velocity variation) and a length consistent
with the observed radial velocity amplitude. The occurence of the
maximum velocity of recession near phase 0.5 supports this
interpretation of the radial velocity curve, and provides a further
observational constraint on the location of the emission region.

If Watson et a l . (1980) are correct in concluding that at phase
0.3 we observe an eclipse of the cyclotron emission region by the
companion star, then the inclination of the orbital plane must be
large. The Ha behaviour at somewhat later phases shows that the
flow tube is also located near the orbital plane.

This suggests that the magnetic axis of the white dwarf makes
only a small angle with the orbital plane.
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SUMMARY

Results of photoelectric five-colour photometry (Wairaven
system) and simultaneous spectroscopie observations (ESO 3.6m/IDS)
of the AM Her-type system 2AO311-227 are presented.

Key words: X-ray binaries, AM Her systems
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Introduction
In a previous paper (Verbunt et a l . , 1980) we have given a i

discussion of simultaneous photometric and spectroscopie *
observations of the optical counterpart of 2A0311-227 (Cooke et a l . ,
1978; Griffiths et a l . , 1979; Hiltner et a l . , 1979). We present
here the observational data on which that paper was based.

Observations

The observational data consist of simultaneous
spectrophotometrie and photometric measurements obtained on November
11, 1979 between UT 01:30 and UT 04:30.

The spectra were made with the ESO 3.6 meter telescope/Image
Dissector Scanner combination (Cullum, 1979). We used a dispersion
of 171 8/mm to cover the wavelength range between 4000 and 7000 X.
Sky and star exposures were made alternatively through two s l i t s of
1.5 arcsec width and combined in pairs to allow for subtraction of
the sky signal. Each individual integration lasted for 100 seconds f
and was started every 2 whole minutes UT. In this way we obtained a I
set of 43 spectra, each the result of 200 seconds of integrations
during a time interval of four minutes.

The wavelength calibration of the spectra was obtained from
exposures of a HeAr lamp before, at midtime, and after the
observations of 2A0311-22 7. A similar observation was made of the
white-dwarf standard star Hiltner 600 (Stone, 1977) to derive the
flux calibration of the spectrophotometry.

The photometric observations were made in the Walraven
five-colour system, with the 90 cm Dutch telescope at the European
Southern Observatory. The photometer provides simultaneous data in
five passbands between 3200 and 6000 A. A recent desriptlon of the
photometer and the photometric system has been given by Lub and Pel
(1977). We used a diaphragm of 16 arcseconds, and set the
integration time equal to 64 seconds. Measurement of the sky
brightness were made every 20 minutes. Every hour the Walraven
Standard Star HD17081 was observed.

Reduction

The photometric data were reduced using the standard reduction
program of the Leiden observatory. In the reduction program average
values of the extinction coefficients for La Si l la were assumed (see /
ESO User's Manual and Tüg, 1977). The zero points of the VBLUW
magnitudes were determined from the observations of the standard '!'
star HD17081, for which the data were reduced in the same way. In •
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table I we present the results of the five colour photometry of i
2AO311-227. The UT values in table I (and also in tables II and ^
III) refer to the midtime of the integration.

The spectroscopie data were reduced at ESO (Geneva) using the
IHAP interactive program. For a small number of HeAr lines which
could be easily identified a linear relation between wavelength and
pixel number is calculated to try and identify other lines from a
wavelength table of HeAr lines. The centers of the identified lines
are determined from a Gaussian fit to their profiles, and a fifth
degree polynomial fit is made of wavelength to pixel number. Fit
and points are plotted and apparent misidentifications are removed,
until a satisfying fit is found. The number of lines used Is
typically ^20. Each HeAr measurement consists of two spectra (one
for each slit) for each of which the wavelength calibration was made
separately. The three HeAr measurements made before, during, and
after the 2AO311-227 measurements give essentially the same fits,
i.e. the difference between the fits is less than the.uncertainty in
one fit. For the reduction of the spectra we used the fits from the
second measurement. The measurements of 2A0311-227 were coupled in »
pairs of two: one measurement with sky in slit A &nd star in slit 8, f
and one with star in slit A and sky in slit B. For each slit, the
sky was subtracted from the star, irregularities from the IDS
detection were removed by dividing by a flatfleld exposure (the
detector response to a white lamp), and the count rates in 5 A wide
bins were determined using the wavelength - to - pixel number fits
and subsequent interpolation. After this the results for slit A and
B were added. The same procedure was followed for the white dwarf
standard star Hiltner 600. Using a table of absolute fluxes by
Stone (1977) a smooth fit was made of the relation between count
rate and flux as a function of wavelength. This was used to convert
the count rates of 2A0311-227 to intensity. The result consists of
43 flux calibrated spectra.

In each of these the positions of emission lines were
determined by making a Gaussian fit to their profiles, using all
points between the places where the lines join the continuum. The
radial velocities obtained from these central wavelengths are given
in table II.

The results for the He I lines are less accurate because they
are weaker and they often show a more irregular structure than the
stronger emission lines.

As shown in our first paper the radial velocity variation Is
approximately sinusoidal, but near phase 0.0(') a deviation occurs
which is probably related to distortion in the line profiles, f

(')We have here used the phase convention in which phase 'zero occurs j
at the sharp dip in the infrared lightcurves (Bailey et al., 1980).
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for the lines redvsrd of 5500 X. We have made sinusoidal fits to
the radial velocity data, however with the data between UT 1:56 -
2:08 and 3:16 - 3:28 deleted. The radial velocity amplitudes, zero
point velocity and relative phases for these fits are given in table
III. The amplitudes in these sinusoidal fits are rather smaller
than the values given by e.g. Schneider and Young (1980). Much of
the difference is probably due to our not including of the
velocities of the apparent, bump in the curve. It is of interest
that we confirm the result by Schneider and Young (1980) that the
velocity variation of the HeAll 4686 line leads that of the Balmer
lines (except Ha) by a phase difference of ^0.04. The velocity
variation of Ha lags those of the higher Balmer lines by about 0.04
in phase.

We have determined the line strengths of the emission lines by
Integrating the counts over the line profile and subtracting the
contribution due to the continuum. The latter was determined at the
apparent line-free stretches of the spectrum and linearly
interpolated at the line positions.

Because of the rather narrow slit the absolute flux scale of
the spectrophotometric data cannot be trusted, and we have used the
Walraven photometric data to make an absolute flux calibration. An
absolute flux calibration of the Walraven system has been given by
Lub (1980). We have related the spectroscopie and photometric data
by interpolating the continuum count rate at the effective
wavelengths of the V and B passbands. The photometric observations
were averaged over the 4-minute period of the spectroscopie
integration. In case no photometric observation is available (e.g.
because of interruption for sky and standard star measurements) we
have linearly interpolated the B and V light curves. In view of the
known occurrence of fluctuations in the optical light curve of
2A0311-227 these interpolated results cannot be considered very
accurate. The Walraven B flux was corrected for the contribution
due to the emission lines, in order to make a comparison with the
spectrophotometric continuum. We have approximated this correction
by taking the total equivalent width of the strong emission lines
inside the B-passband. The correction varies between 9 and 25
percent.

The conversion factor from number of counts to ergs.cnr2 .s "*,
as determined in B and V are in good agreement. The distribution of
the logarithmic differences has a mean value of 0.027 and a standard
deviation of 0.046. We therefore conclude that the average
conversion factor for each spectrum, as determined in B and V, has
an accuracy better than 10 percent. The integrated line fluxes are
given in table IV.
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TABLE !. VBLUW photometry of 2A0311-227.

UT
014113
014222
014349
014458
014626

014735
014902
015011
015183
015247

015732
015841
020010
020119
020247

020356
020525
020633
020802
020911

021350
021459
021626
021735
021903

022012
022139
022248
022416
022524

023753
023902
024029
024138
024306

024414
024542
024651
024819
024927

V
-3.192
-3.279
-3.217
-3.229
-3.282

-3.191
-3.120
-3.177
-3.292
-3.286

-3.180
-3.111
-3.091
-3.092
-3.103

-3.099
-3.063
-3.050
-3.013
-2.996

-3.029
-3.046
-3.109
-3.186
-3.207

-3.207
-3.151
-3.257
-3.178
-3.030

-2.907
-2.879
-2.785
-2.820
-2.820

-2.894
-2.846
-2.864
-2.888
-2.838

V-B
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

c.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

,235
,207
,229
,214
,217

,278
,314
276
204
214

307
331
351
371
364

357
401
378
407
401

308
303
250
207
240

219
224
214
210
280

361
415
422
386
384

408
411
436
385
411

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
0

-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0,
0,
0,

B-U
.093
.112
.069
.120
.149

.160

.095

.140

.122

.151

.109

.092

.049

.111

.051

.101

.032

.036

.023

.049

.016

.058

.076

.022

.122

.120

.129

.089

.070

.049

.012

.002

.050

.080

.078

.028

.074

.025
,091
.111

u-w
-0.035
0.007
-0.041
0.042
0.008

0.095
0.131
0.099
0.052
0.046

0.085
0.034
0.005
0.136
0.008

0.096
0.073
0.069
0.008
0.064

0.033
0.102
0.123
0.134
0.089

0.143
0.085
0.077
0.054
0.100

0.170
0.138
0.115
0.111
0.066

0.082
0.154
0.126
0.056
0.134

-0
-0
0

-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
0

0
0
0
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0.
0.

B-L
.056
.072
.005
.064
.094

.053

.040

.081

.051

.041

.033

.026

.027

.019

.036

.001

.046

.010

.040

.023

.020

.035

.035

.003

.067

.014

.017

.025

.004

.039

.056

.062

.081

.070

.086

.117

.101

.049
,095
,107

VJ
14.82
15.04
14.88
14.91
15.04

14.81
14.62
14.77
15.07
15.05

14.77
14.60
14.54
14.54
14.57

14.56
14.47
14.44
14.34
14.30

14.40
14.44
14.61
14.81
14.85

14.86
14.72
14.73
14.79
14.40

14.08
14.00
13.77
13.86
13.86

14.04
13.92
13.96
14.03
13.90
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UT

025413
025522
025650
025759
025926

030035
030203
030311
030439
030548

031844
031953
032121
032229
032357

032506
032634
032742
032910
033016

033710
033819
034025
034133
034301

034410
034647
034756
035944
040222

040331
040459
040607
040735
040844

041011
041120
041622
041731
041859

TABLE 1

V
-2.950
-2.955
-2.927
-2.953
-3.1.29

-3.172
-3.198
-3.244
-3.190
-3.167

-3.172
-3.164
-3.144
-3.079
-3.038

-3.087
-3.069
-3.027
-3.070
-2.965

-3.034
-3.162
-3.258
-3.303
-3.186

-3.162
-3.144
-2.998
-2.798
-2.752

-2.806
-2.867
-2.855
-2.777
-2.803

-2.879
-2.876
-2.934
-3.071
-3.067

. cont.

V-B

0.368
0.367
0.315
0.317
0.242

0.224
0.212
0.141
0.205
0.240

0.292
0.288
0.288
0.363
0.396

0.357
0.378
0.388
0.412
0.378

0.257
0.188
0.181
0.127
0.189

0.207
0.197
0.249
0.426
0.436

0.405
0.418
0.393
0.421
0.404

0.351
0.372
0.376
0.324
0.292

0
0

-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
0
0
0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-0
-0
-0
0
0

0
0
0,
0
0,

0,
0,

-0,
-0.
-0,

B-U

.040

.013

.015

.063

.103

.091

.118

.165

.139

.073

.035

.099

.067

.098

.067

.021

.032

.018

.029

.047

.064

.097

.118

.168

.087

.105

.072

.063

.011

.098

.042

.094

.046

.099

.054

.061

.005

.017

.008

.091

0
0
0
-0
-0

0
0
0
0
0

-0
0
0
0
Ó

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-0

-0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0,
0,

u-w
.052
.013
.058
.049
.094

.002

.093

.087

.019

.074

.046

.014

.037

.010

.139

.002

.001

.066

.000

.020

.091

.072

.037

.109

.001

.060

.002

.088

.127

.132

.004

.095

.124

.110

.180

.072

.095

.090

.026

.132

B-L

0.034
0.024
0.041
0.012

-0.045

-0.024
-0.032
-0.079
-0.068
-0.019

0.020
-0.050
-0.059
0.016

-0.004

0.004
0.003
0.025

-0.004
0.051

0.005
-0.034
-0.053
-0.037
-0.046

0.021
-0.035
0.015
0.078
0.087

0.087
0.107
0.085
0.147
0.101

0.052
0.036
0.027

-0.011
-0.038

VJ
14.19
14.20
14.14
14.23
14.66

14.77
14.84
14.96
14.82
14.75

14.76
14.74
14.69
14.51
14.41

14.53
14.49
14.38
14.48
14.23

14.42
14.75
14.99
15.11
14.81

14.75
14.70
14.33
13.80
13.68

13.82
13.97
13.95
13.75
13.82

14.01
14.00
14.15
14.50
14.49
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UT

042007
042135
042244
042411
042520

042648
042759

TABLE I. cont.
V

-3.035
-3.117
-3.186
-3.189
-3.260

-3.200
-3.190

V-B

0.300
0.267
0.205
0.201
0.167

0.230
0.244

B-U

-0.058
-0.056
-0.124
-0.099
-0.132

-0.102
-0.106

U-W

0.111
0.073
0.013
0.016
0.034

0.003
0.055

B-L

-0.034
-0.033
-0.058
-0.054
-0.114

-0,085
-0.073

14
14
14
14
15

14
14

VJ
.41
.62
.81
.81
.00

.84

.81

TABLE 3. Radial velocities

in 2A0311-227: sinusoidal fits.

Line

H6

HY

He 1X4472

HeIIA4686

HB
He 1X5876

Ha

K(km/s)

320

308

324

366

331

301

277

Y(Ws)

237

88

130

149

214

91

198

•.'
.375

.383

.377

.341

.380

.379

.425

V(o-cv
1 n

53
61

79

70

61

108

59

(km/s)

a) phase of zero velocity based on Bailey:

<t> * 3944.9518 + 0.0562660 E.

A helioventric correction of A<|) «0.0789 has been applied.
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UT

1:32
1:36
1:40
1:44
1:48

1:52
1:56
2:00
2:04
2:08

2:12
2:16
2:20
2:24
2:28

2:32
2:36
2:40
2:44
2:48

2:52
2:56
3:00
3:08
3:12

3:16
3:20
3:24
3:28
3:32

3:36
3:40
3:44
3:48
3:52

3:56
4:00
4:04
4:08
4:12

4:16
4:20
4:24

TABLE

HÓ

-76
41
224
319
209

458
568
816
963
641

480
385
268
231
129

99
129

- 76
-120
-135

- 54
56
129
304
436

443
575
904
553
516

465
370
304
202
85

41
- 25
-113
-178
-105

99
129
209

2. Radial velocities for

HY

-164
- 53

2
23
168

299
438
527
845
493

375
251
216
168
113

57
- 39
-157
-171
-226

-164
-157
57
147
251

203
652
583
596
389

265
85
154

- 32
- 88

-102
-337
-261
-309
-212

-157
- 60
- 12

4472

-227
28
48
149
1

377
498
806
1070
411

404
343
283
136
68

21
-133
-140
- 79
-193

- 12
- 86
68
229
209

491
417
672
639
525

290
216
203
1

-106

- 5
-240
-334
-287
-227

- 72
75
102

4686

-106
67
182
221
343

381
471
739
791
611

451
298
202
131
61

48
- 16
-227
-221
-214

- 99
22
195
298
291

349
592
624
624
445

279
131
80

- 35
-138

-221
-266
-343
-336
-182

- 10
106
202

2A0311-227 (km/s).

H|3

- 82
10
165
257
344

418
566
720
770
597

523
399
362
288
239

115
109

- 51
- 94
-131

- 27
4

171
264
294

387
375
702
683
504

375
276
251
103
35

- 33
-144
-218
-267
-138

- 2
66
122

5876

-198
7

- 70
196

- 19

109
—
737
670
660

318
241
298
78
27

37
-101
-228
-356
-325

- 4
7

- 14
384
206

—
757
701
354

252
287
114

- 39
58

78
-356
-310
-356
-157

-121
129

- 39

Ha

- 36
- 27
37
183
192

220
—
—
—
544

494
394
435
293
252

165
69
19
23

- 91

- 64
- 54
60
238
92

—
618
704
508

526
352
243
183
101

42
- 45
-224
- 59
- 45

- 41
0

no
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ABSTRACT

We have observed the optical spectrum of the transient X-ray
burst source Centaurus X-4 about 5 weeks after the source reached
i t s maximum. The brightnes of the optical counterpart had decreased
to V-18.2, and the star had become appreciably redder (B-V-0.7)
compared to i ts color at maximum. The spectrum of Centaurus X-4 is
comparable to that of cataclysmic variables, showing strong emission
lines of H I and weaker lines of He I and He I I . The N II1X4640
line is not visible. The continuum energy distribution of Centaurus
X-4 shows the presence of a main-sequence star in the system, with
spectral type between K3 and K7. This is consistent with the
orbital period of 8.2 hr proposed by Kazulienskl et a l . , if the
main-sequence star is close to filling i t s Roche lobe. Thus
Centaurus X-4 is the f i rs t X-ray burst source for which the binary
character has been established observationally. We discuss the very
slo~f decay rate of the emission-line fluxes as compared to the X-ray
ano optical continuum fluxes.

Subject headings: X-rays: binaries, X-rays: bursts, X-rays: sources

Based on observations carried out at the European Southern
Observatory.

2 Supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under contract NAS5-24441.
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I. Introduction

Cen X-4, which reappeared in 1979 May after a period of
invis ibi l i ty*last ing ^ 10 yr (Kaluzienski, Holt, and Swank, 1980;
Matsuoka et a l . , 1980) i s a clear example of a soft X-ray transient.
(For a discussion of the classif ication of X-ray transients see
Kaluzienski et a l . , 1977; Cominsky et a l . , 1978). The source
brightened between 1979 May 10 and 16, reached a maximum flux of
1.6 10-7ergs cm™ 2B~1 between May 16 and 24, and from May 24 on
declined rapidly with an e-folding time of about 3 days.
Kaluzienski, Holt, and Swank (1980) found evidence for a regular
small-amplitude (̂ 10%) modulation of the X-ray flux with a period
8.2±0.2 hr. Matsuoka et a l . (1980) reported the discovery of a
type I X-ray burst (Hoffman, Marshall, and Lewin, 1978) from Cen X-4
during the decline phase, which reached a maximum flux ^25 times the
Crab.

The optical counterpart of Cen X-4 (Canizares, McCllntock, and
Grindlay, 1979,1980) brightened from B>19 to B-12.8 near May 20, and
subsequently declined at an average rate of 0.12 mag per day,
reaching B-18.5 at the end of 1979 June. Near maximum the star was
quite blue (B-V-0.0), but during the decay i t reddened appreciably.
The optical spectrum near maximum was similar to that of other X-ray
burst sources, showing weak emission l ines of H I, He II , and N III ,
which indicate the importance of X-ray reprocessing in the system
(McClintock, Canizares, and Tarter, 1975). Near maximum the
brightness of Cen X-4 showed significant flickering, which suggests
that a nonnegligible fraction of the optical l ight comes from an
accretion disk.

In this Letter we present the results of spectroscopie
observations of this object made 5 weeks after the source reached
i t s maximum.

II . Observations

Spectroscopie observations were made on 1979 June 24, 25, 26,
and 27 using the image-dissector scanner attached to the Boiler &
Chivens spectrograph on the ESO 3.6m telescope. The spectra cover
the wavelength interval from 4000 to 6800 X with a dispersion of 170
X mm'1 and have a resolution of ^ loX. A flux calibration of the
spectra was made through observations of the white-dwarf standard
8tar LDS 749B (Oke, 1974), except on the night of June 26, when the
observations had to be prematurely terminated bec~ « of
Instrumental problems. The data were reduced using the mage
Reduction Facility in Geneva.
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Figure I. Spectra of the optical counterpart of Cen X~4 as obtained on
three different nights. Log F. (ergs cm s~lS~ ) is plotted vs. \(S).

III. Results

The spectra obtained during the nights when also standard stars
were observed are shown in Figure 1. The most prominent features in
the spectrum are the strong Balmer emission lines and the weaker
emission lines of He I (XX4471, 4921, 5016, 5876, and 6678) and
He II (X4868). The X4640 blend of N III, which was prominent in the
spectra discussed by Canlzares, McClintock and Grindlay (1980) Is
not visible in the present spectra.

Perhaps the star was somewhat brighter during the last night
(by ^0.4 mag). However, in view of the rather large uncertainty in
the absolute photometry we do not consider this an established fact.
Using the calibration of the UBV system of Johnson (1966), we derive
an average V-18.2 and B-V-0.7. Thus, at the end of June the optical
counterpart of Cen X-4 had approximately reached its preoutburst
magnitude of B =4.9 (Canizares, McClintock, and Grindlay, 1980).

The equivalent widths of the emission lines were substantially
constant during the observing period, and we present their average
values only (see Table 1). For the conversion of the equivalent
widths to integrated line fluxes we used the average values of the
continuum fluxes. The errors in the equivalent widths are the
standard deviations of the distributions of the individual values
for the different nights. Especially for the weaker lines in the
blue spectral region, possible errors due to the uncertainty in the
continuum level may be more important. The errors given for the
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TABLE 1 Emission-line strengths

Line
Equivalent
Width (X)

Flux
10~15

ergs cm s

HÓ
HY
4471
4686
H3
5016
5876
Ha

36.6±7.5
45.511.5
6.3+1.8
9.4±0.8
36.715.3
8.312.7
12.9+2.3
59.0+5.4

5.1+1.5
6.611.3
1.010.4
1.5+0.4
6.811.7
1.510.6
2.6+0.7
14.213.1

4000 5000
Wavelength (&)

6000

Figure 2. The observed continuous energy distribution (filled circles) in
regions where emission lines do not disturb are compared with theoretical
energy distributions expected from a main-sequence star (spectral type
indicated) to which a smooth blue continuum has been added. The wavelength
dependence of this continuum has been represented by A"1, but either a
V •5 or a V"2 dependence does not produce a significantly different
result. The relative contribution of this blue continuum at SSOO J? equals
OX for a KS companion, between 17% and 35% at KSa and between 27% and
50% at K7/M0.
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integrated f luxes contain an addit ional estimated 20% . error in the
average continuum f luxes .

A comparison with the l i n e f luxes given by Canizares,
McClintock, and Grindlay (1980) shows that between about May 28 and
June 25 the Balmer l i n e s had become weaker by a factor of 2 . 5 , the
He 11*4686 l i n e by a factor ^ 6 , and the N III A 4640 l i n e by more
than a factor of 40.

Wyckoff's (1979) observation of Cen X-4 on 1979 July 15, shows
that Hy had by then slowly decreased by another factor of 1.5. The
continuum flux near 4400 A i s in good agreement with our r e s u l t s .
As opposed to Wyckoff, we do not find evidence for a strong

[0 III] l i n e at 4363 X (see F i g . l ) .
Over a large wavelength range the continuum flux var ies

smoothly, except from ^4800 to a.5200 X, where a depression r e l a t i v e
to a s t r a i g h t - l i n e in terpolat ion appears to be present . Also below
4400 X the continuum i s lower than expected from a smooth
extrapolat ion from larger wavelengths. We have determined the shape
of the continuous energy d i s t ibut ion using those parts where no
obvious contribution from emission l i n e s i s present . The r e s u l t s ,
normalized to 100 at 5500 X, are shown in Figure 2 .

IV. Discussion

A) The continuous energy distribution

The energy distribution of Cen X-4 clearly indicates a
significant contribution from a cool stellar companion, whose
spectral type was determined by a comparison with energy
distributions of undisturbed stars (Straizys and Sviderskiene,
1972). The data can be satisfactorily represented by the sum of a
K3 to K7 main-sequence star and a smooth blue continuum. The
companion cannot have a spectral type earlier than K3, because the
dip near 5100 X (due to MgH and the Mg b triplet) is too weak in
those stars. Similarly a spectral type later than K7 - M0 can be
excluded, since the TiO bands near 6200 X, which strongly increase
in those spectra, are not visible in the spectrum of Cen X-4. (We
can exclude a giant star because of the implausible distance ofi30
kpc implied by the faint apparent magnitude).

The relative amount of continuum to be added to the stellar
continuum to fit the observed energy distribution of Cen X-4 depends
on the spectral type of the companion. It is not possible to put
strong limits on the wavelength dependence of this additional light.
If we assume it is smooth, simple power-law representations F(X) «
KX~nwill fit for n in the range 0.5 - 2. Near 5500 X the
contribution from the companion star lies between ^10OZ (for a K3 V
star) and t<60% (for a K7 V star).

With the luminosity calibration of Blaauw (1963) the distance
to Cen X-4 then turns out to lie between 1 and 2.5 kpc. This is
consistent with the value of 1.5 kpc derived by Matsuoka et al.
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(1980) from the assumption that the peak luminosity of the burst
from Cen X-4 equals the Eddington limit of a 1 Me object (cf. Van
Paradijs, 1978, 1980).

The period of 8.2 hours found by Kazulienski, Holt, and Swank
(1980) allows an estimate of the companion star mass if we make the
following assumptions (Faulkner, Flannery, and Warner, 1972; Warner,
1976):
A) The 8.2 hr correspond to the orbital period.
B) The companion star i s a Roche-lobe-filling main-sequence s t a r .
C) The mass-radius re la t ion for main-sequence otars is given. We
then find (see Warner 1976) that the mass of the companion star
equals 0.94 M0.

The masses of main-sequence s tars with spectral types between
K3 and MO l i e between 0.5 and 0.75 Me (Allen, 1973). These s l ight ly
lower values may indicate that the companion s l ight ly underfi l ls i t s
Roche lobe by a small amount or that the assumed mass-radius
re la t ion is not entirely applicable ( e .g . , the star may have evolved
a bit off the main-sequence).

We conclude that the combined X-ray and optical data
consistently show that Cen X-4 is a binary system, in which a
neutron star i s accompanied by a star near the main sequence, with a
mass between 0.5 and 0.9 M@. Thus Cen X-4 is the f i r s t case of an
X-ray burst source "or which direct observational evidence has been
obtained supporting the long-held hypothesis that these systems are
accreting neutron stars in low-mass binary systems (see Lewin and
Clark, 1980).

The properties of the low-mass companion of Cen X-4 are
str ikingly similar to those of the other soft X-ray transients for
which the companion star has been discovered: A0620-00 and Aql X-l,
which have K7 V and K0 V companion s t a r s , respectively (Oke, 1977;
Thorstensen, Charles, and Bowyer, 1978). The masses suggested by
these spectral types (just a bit below 1 Hg) are appreciably larger
than the values that have been suggested for the steady, soft
galact ic X-ray sources, based in part icular on eclipse
considerations (Joss and Rappaport, 1979). Perhaps this rather high
mass is somehow connected to their transient character.

B) The emission lines

If the decay ra te of the X-ray intensi ty observed in the
Hakucho and Ariel 5 data (Matsuoka et a l . , 1)80; Kazulienski, Holt,
and Swank, 1980) between 1979 May 24 and June 11 persisted until the
end of June, the decrease in the X-ray flux between the times of
Canizares, McClintock, and Grindlay's (1980) observations and the
present observations i s approximately a factoir of 10**. During this
period the optical brightness in the B and V bands dropped by 5.5
and 4.8 mag, respectively. Since, furthermore, a significant, and
possibly a major, fraction of the optical brightness at the end of
June Is due to the photospheric flux of a companion star (see the
discussion above), the corresponding decrease of the optical flux
related to the X-ray emission i s at least a factor of 100 (and could
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be as high as^lO3 ).
The decay of the emission-line fluxes (by a factor 2.5 and 6

for H 1 and He II, respectively) has been extremely slow compared
with that of the X-ray and optical fluxes. This very large
difference in the decay rates suggests that mechanisms other than
X-ray reprocessing play a role in the formation of the emission
lines. A similar slow decay of the emission lines was found for
2A0620-00 (Whelan et al., 1977; Oke, 1977).

The line spectrum of Cen X-4 is quite similar to those of
cataclysmic variables (Warner, 1976; Robinson,1976), in which the
emission of the Balmer lines and He IIX 4686 is determined primarily
by the disk as a whole. The luminosity in the Hy line of Cen X-4
during our observation (^2 1030ergs s~1)is about an order of
magnitude larger than the typical values given by Warner (1976) for
dwarf novae. If the line emission from Cen X-4 is also determined
by the accretion disk as a whole, it is unlikely that the
mass-transfer rate in Cen X-4 could have been much less than the
typical value for dwarf novae C^10~9Mt yr"1 according to Warner,
1976). The absence of X-ray emission ( he Hakucho data imply an
upper limit to the accretion rate of ^10~uMe yr"1 ) makes a
cataclysmic variable model for the line emission of Cen X-4 rather
unattractive.

The later appearance of the [0 III]X 4363 line in the spectrum
of Cen X-4 (Wyckoff, 1979) suggests that part of the line emission
may originate in a low-density environment. This raises the
possibility that during the process underlying the X-ray transient
phenomenon some matter is expelled from the system. (Evidence for
large mass-loss in the case of the dwarf nova Z Cam has been
presented by Robinson, 1973). On the other hand, the relative
intensities of the Balmer lines (Ha/H g= 2.1 ; Hy/Hg -1.0;
H6/H g=0.75) suggest that a major fraction of their energy is
emitted of a region of quite high density. The presence of the
He II X4686 line suggests electron temperatures of ^ 2 lO^K.
According to the calculations by Drake and Ulrich (1980), the
observed Balmer decrement indicates an electron density between
10}2 and 1013 cm . From their tables of H£ emissivities we then
derive that the size of the emitting region is of the order of a few
times 1010cm, which is appreciably smaller than the distance between
the two components of Cen X-4 (̂ 1.5 10 " c m ) . This suggests that
most of the Balmer emission originates from a region well contained
within the binary system.

A possible source of radiation to keep this matter ionized
might be the neutron star heated by the energy generated during the
high state of the transient source. In calculations of the spectrum
due to accretion onto white dwarfs, it is assumed that half of the
energy liberated by accretion is radiated away and the other half is
heating the object (Kylafis and Lamb, 1979). E'en with a much
smaller fraction (^10%) of the energy going into the neutron star
there would be in principle sufficient energy available to, for
example, maintain blackbody radiation at a temperature of 3 106K for
2 yr (for an assumed neutron star radius of 10 km). In view of the
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expected blackbody-like character of this radiation, only a minor
fraction of this radiation would appear at energies above 1.5 keV,
and the source would be below the detection limit of the Hakucho
instruments. On the other hand, this emission would be sufficient
to power the observed line emission.

If such a hot neutron star were present in Cen X-4, another
mechanism that might contribute to the line emission is the
formation of a large chromospheric temperature rise in the outer
layers of the K-type companion, as a result of X-ray heating
(Milgrom, 1976a ,b, c; Milgrom and Katz, 1976).

We thank Drs. J. McClintock and J. Krolik for stimulating
discussions. F.V. is supported by the Netherlands Foundation for
Pure Research Z.W.O.
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ACCRETION DISKS IN STELLAR X-RAY SOURCES \

A review of the basic theory of accretion disks and Its problems

Frank Verbunt

Sterrenkundig Instituut, Utrecht
Sterrenkundig Instituut, Amsterdam

ABSTRACT

This review presents an introduction to the theory of accretion
disks. After explaining the Importance of accretion disks in
stellar X-ray sources, it considers observational and theoretical
indications of the formation of accretion disks in close binary
systems. The simple Shakura and Sunyaev model and its problems are
discussed. A survey of other models that try to improve upon this
model is given (in table 3), and critically discussed.
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I THE IMPORTANCE OF ACCRETION DISKS

I.I Introduction

The realisation of the fact that many X-ray sources are powered
by gravitation has led to a revival of interest in accretion
processes in the late 1960s. Both in extragalactic and in stellar
X-ray sources accretion onto a compact object can readily explain
the observed high luminosities. Accretion through a disk had
already been studied in connection with the formation of stars and
their planets. It was now considered important also for X-ray
binaries and active galactic nuclei.

A first description of accretion disks in this new field of
interest was given by Frendergast and Burbidge (1968), Shakura
(1972), and Pringle and Rees (1972). A more detailed study was made
by Shakura and Sunyaev (1973) in a paper that still acts as a
starting point for new investigations.

In this review the basic theory of accretion disks, and its
problems, will be discussed in the limited context of accretion
driven stellar X-ray sources. General relativistic corrections, as
given by Novikov and Thorne (1973) can be important in the regions
very close to neutron stars and black holes. As in my opinion
uncertainties greater than these corrections exist even in the
classical description of these regions in the disk, I will neglect
general relativistic corrections in this paper.

1.2 Accretion onto compact objects

It is illuminating to see that many general characteristics of the
brightest (Lx> 10

36ergs/s) X-ray sources in our galaxy and of almost
the entire class of cataclysmic variables can be understood from
first principles in a model of accretion onto a compact object. In
cataclysmic variables the compact object is a white dwarf (radius
R - 10 km), in X-ray binaries it is a neutron star or occasionally a
black hole (R - 10 km). The luminosities expected from accretion
onto these objects are

L - f a (o
with M the mass of the compact object and M the mass-transfer rate.
For accretion onto a black hole or onto a neutron star this
luminosity corresponds to a sizable fraction of the rest-mass of the
accreted matter. (Neutron stars have radii only a factor 3 in
excess of the Schwarzschild radius 2GM/c2.) For typical
mass-transfer rates of fl = 10"8- 10~10M /yr eq . ( l ) gives
L=1O33-1O35 erg/s for white dwarfs
L=103S-1038 erg/s for neutron stars and black holes

The compactness of the mass-receiving objects leads to high
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characteristic temperatures of the emitted radiation. When the
accretion energy is completely thermalised, i.e. the radiation is
spread over the Planck function, Stefan's law i

L = 47rR2aTeff" (2) *

shows, that the above quoted luminosities imply effective
temperatures of
I^ff=10

5 K (ot kT e f f=10 eV) for white dwarfs
Teff-1°7 K (or kTeff~10keV) for neutron stars and black holes

if one assumes that the emitting region is comparable in size to the
compact object itself. Higher characteristic temperatures may occur
if the object possesses a magnetic field strong enough to channel
accreting matter towards its magnetic poles. For the strongest
observed fields ( ̂ 108 gauss at the white dwarf surface; 'vlO12 gauss
at the neutron star surface) which can channel the accretion flow
onto a small area at the star surface, the effective radiating
surface is much smaller than estimated above, and Teff can be an
order of magnitude higher. Characteristic temperatures can be much
higher still if thermalisation is incomplete. An upper limit is
reached, however, for

kT = ^ m (3) I
max R p f

when all the energy of an accreted particle goes into a single
photon. This leads to

^ <or kTmax~100 keV> f o r white dwarfs
Jaax (or kl^^lOU MeV) for neutron stars and black holes

The very high temperatures needed to emit the quoted large
luminosities from compact objects imply a copious X-ray production
for neutron stars and black holes, and a strong ultra-violet
emission for white dwarfs. However, the above arguments show that
the observed hard X-rays from white dwarfs and the abundant presence
of lOOkeV photons in the Cyg X-l spectrum can be explained by
accretion models also, if non-thermal processes are invoked.

Large flux variations may occur on timescales down to at least
the Keplerian rotation period near the surface of the compact
object, equal to the pulsation period of the compact object

T = (GM/R3)~i (4)

which gives ^ 1 sec for white dwarfs and ^ 10"1* sec for the other
two types of compact objects.

We conclude that the main characteristics of the brighter X-ray
, sources and cataclysmic variables, namely their high luminosities in
/ X-rays and ultra-violet respectively, and the short timescales of

their variability, find a natural explanation in models of accretion
onto compact objects. Detailed accretion models can only
occasionally go beyond explaining these most basic observational »
facts, and elucidate specific detailed observations of individual '

;.. systems. '
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1.3 Observational evidence for disks

The high radiation temperatures and the short variability timescales
discussed in the previous section will only be visible to us if the
geometry of accretion allows us a look at the region near the
compact object. This may occur when the accretion takes place
through a disk. Indeed, there is ample observational evidence that
this is often the case.

Fairly direct evidence for the presence of an accretion disk is
available in many cataclysmic variables as discussed in the reviews
by Warner (1976) and Robinson (1976). From the eclipsing behaviour,
one can often see directly that a very luminous continuum source
around the white dwarf extends to a radius comparable to that of the
Roche-lobe. Emission lines with Doppler linewidths of the order of
the expected orbital velocities in the disk, (sometimes split,
apparently showing shifts from both sides of the disk,) are also
common. In a few cases much more subtle effects can be noticed,
which confirm the disk hypothesis. For instance, in DQ Her the
wavelength dependent phase shift phenomenon not only allows a
determination of the orbital velocities in the disk, but can also
establish that the disk matter rotates in the same sense as the
central white dwarf (Chanan, Nelson, and Margon, 1978).

Amongst the X-ray binary systems the presence of disks is
probably common, but not universal (e.g. Van den Heuvel, 1981).
Direct evidence for disks in these systems is hard to obtain. The
best case is Her X-l, for which a large number of intricate details
about variations in optical and X-ray emission can be explained by
models with a large disk, of the size of the Roche-lobe, tilted with
respect to the orbital plane (Boynton, 1978; Petterson, 1977c). The
fact that the X-ray source continuously illuminates the companion
star, while the X-rays as seen on earth are periodically switched
off, can then be explained by precession of the disk. Other X-ray
binaries may show extra light from a disk in their lightcurve (e.g.
Van Paradijs and Zuiderwijk, 1977). In low mass X-ray binaries the
absence of observed eclipses is tentatively explained by a model in
which a disk shields the companion from the X-ray source so that we
can see either X-rays or eclipses, but never both (Milgrom, 1978).
In bursters the optical bursts accompanying X-ray bursts are best
explained by reprocession of part of the X-rays in a disk (Pedersen
et al. ,1981). The same process explains the rapid optical
variations that follow the X-ray flares in Sco X-l (Petro et al.,
1981).

1.4 Mass transfer and disk formation

Mass transfer In a binary does not necessarily lead to the
formation of a disk. In order to form an accretion disk around the
compact object, gas leaving the companion must satisfy at least two
criteria:
(a) its specific kinetic energy must be small enough to enable
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gravitational capture by the compact object
(b) its specific angular momentum must be large enough to prevent .

direct infall on the compact object f
To see whether these criteria can be satisfied, one should consider
the two possible mass transfer mechanisms: stellar wind and
Roche-lobe overflow.

Only massive stars have sufficiently strong winds to make
appreciable mass transfer by stellar wind possible. In a number of
X-ray pulsar systems, where the mass-losing 0 or B star underfills
its Roche lobe, this mechanism is thought to operate (e.g. Van den
Heuvel, 1981). To make capture possible the wind matter has to lose
most of its velocity by passing through a shock. The estimated
capture depends critically on the assumed geometry of the problem,
and on the exact value of the wind velocity, which is difficult to
determine. _Most estimates predict the capture of only small
fractions (10~ 10" ) of the wind matter (Henrichs, 1982).

The specific angular momentum needed to prevent direct infall
can be estimated as

J m i n= (GMr.)^ (5)

where rj is the radius of the innermost possible orbit. A first .
estimate of this radius is of course the radius of the compact I
object. In case of an X-ray pulsar, however, one must take the
radius of the magnetosphere, within which the magnetic forces
dominate the flow. For a magnetic field 1012 gauss this turns out
to be approximately 1000 km, a factor 100 larger than the neutron
star radius. It is difficult to estimate the specific angular
momentum of the captured wind matter with respect to the compact
object, but it is probably too small to prevent direct infall on the
magnetosphere. Hence one does not expect a disk in this case. This
may be connected with the generally fairly long pulse periods of
wind-fed X-ray pulsars.
When the mass-losing star is a Be star, the mass-transfer may take
place in outbursts of wind, and the capture proces is even more
uncertain (Van den Heuvel, 1981)*

The other mechanism of mass transfer is Roche-lobe overflow.
This can occur if the mass-losing star tries to expand beyond its
Roche-lobe, due to its internal nuclear evolution, as is probably
the case in systems with X-ray pulsars with Roche-lobe filling
companions. Another possibility is the shrinking of the Roche lobe
within the surface of the mass-losing star due to shrinking of the
orbit, which presumably happens in many low-mass X-ray binaries as
well as in many cataclysmic variables. In these cases most of the
transferred matter will satisfy both criteria and a disk is formed
(see Ch. II.2). An exception must be made for the AM Her type
systems, where the white dwarf has a very strong magnetic field that
forces the matter to flow along its field lines all the way from the i-
inner Lagrangian point to the white dwarf surface.
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II THE STRUCTURE OF A DISK MODEL

II.1 Hydrodynamic equations

Gas flows in a binary system cannot be described by particle
orbits, _as pointed out by Prendergast (1960). With densities
10 1 0 cm 3 , as estimated from observations of the emission lines,
and a Coulomb cross section 10~16cm2, one calculates a mean free
path length of 10 km, very small with respect to the typical
dimension of the flow, as determined by the distance between the two
stars. Hence a hydrodynamic description is necessary.

Without viscosity the gas would acconmodate itself in Keplerian
orbits (or rather nearly Keplerian as the pressure is not exactly
zero) and remain there. It is the viscosity which makes the gas
move inwards. Thus the equations needed to describe the flow are
the hydrodynamic equations of a viscous fluid.- These are:
A) mass conservation

|£ + V.(pv) = 0 (6)

or continuity equation, where v is the flow velocity.
B) momentum conservation (three components)

p { | | + (v.V).v} = -pVS-Vp-V* (7)

Here $ is the gravitational potential, p is the total pressure in
the fluid, and t is the viscous stress tensor. For gas flows in a
binary system we must-.take into account the gravity of both stars,

.' and also the centrifugal and Coriolis forces caused by the rotation
of the system, if we choose a corotating coordinate frame.
C) energy conservation

p { || + (v.V)e } = -pV.v - (t.V).v - V.q (8)

expressing the change of internal energy of a fluid element of unit
volume as it moves (left hand side), in terms of the work done by
pressure, the heat generated by viscous forces, and the energy loss
by cooling. The total flux of energy loss q includes radiative and
conductive losses.

These 5 conservation laws are insufficient to determine the
velocity fields -and the emitted radiation spectrum: auxiliary

i equations linking e,p,p,t, and <j are required.

i
II.2 Two-dimensional approximation

Because of symmetry one expects that matter transferred through
w the Inner Lagrangian point will flow in the orbital plane. For
' optically thin cooling the structure perpendicular to this plane can
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be neglected, and the problem of determining the gas flow becomes a
2-dimensional one. A numerical solution of this simplified problem
has been given by Prendergast and Taam (1974) for a semi-detached
system with two main-sequence stars. The gravitational force of
both stars, the binary rotation, and the pressure gradient in the
fluid, as well as cooling according to the Cox and Tucker (1969)
cooling curve for low-density plasmas are taken into account.
Viscosity and thermal conductivity are simulated by restricting the
maximum deplacement per unit time interval of the fluid particles.
It is found that most of the matter released at the inner Lagrangian
point with a velocity equal to the sound velocity in the atmosphere
of the mass-losing star flows to a hot spot on the mass-receiving
star along a ballistic path, hardly influenced by the small pressure
gradients. Due to the small pressure gradients, however, a small
fraction of the matter orbits the mass-receiving star.

Lubow and Shu (1975) take advantage of the fact that pressure
gradients in the flow are small to give a semi-analytical
description of the flow around a smaller, degenerate mass-receiving
star. In this case the matter does hot hit the star directly, but
most of it flows around it in a highly excentric orbit, to hit the
incoming stream again (fig. la). A shock is formed which cannot
influence the highly supersonic flow upstream, but which changes the
flow downstream into a circular orbit with the same specific angular
momentum with respect to the compact object as the incoming stream
(fig. lb). This is an important result, as it shows that without
viscosity disks cannot have an edge beyond the radius found from
angular momentum conservation. The observed fact that many disks
extend almost to the Roche lobe therefore conclusively shows that
viscosity is important.

A numerical solution of the effect of viscosity is given by Lin
and Pringle (1976), who simulate viscosity by allowing the particles
to follow a ballistic path for a given time interval, and have them
interact instantaneously with close neighbouring particles, before
the next time interval. The ring spreads due to the action of
viscosity by transporting most of the matter inwards and some of the
matter outwards to preserve angular momentum (Lynden-Bell and
Pringle, 1974).
The outward expansion of the disk continues until a radius is
reached, close to the Roche lobe, where tidal interaction with the
companion is able to remove the angular momentum transported
outwards from the disk and feed it back into the orbital motion
(Papaloizou and Pringle, 1977). The inner expansion continues until
the star or magnetospheric surface is reached.

Fig. 1 summarizes the process of disk formation by Roche-lobe
overflow.

The results of the calculations by Lin and Pringle show that the
disk, although it may be non-circular near the Roche-lobe (fig.2),
Is fairly well described by Keplerian rotation around the compact
object well within the Roche-lobe. Thus disk models that determine
the structure of the disk perpendicular to the orbital plane as
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well, may start with the assumption that the gas moves in nearly
circular orbits around the compact object. I will designate the
simplest models of this kind as "basic disk models".

a) initial gas
stream

b) formation of
ring

c) ring spreads

d) disk is formed

d1 side view

Figure 1. Sohematio picture of the formation of a disk.
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Figure 2. Density contours of the oalaulations by Lin and Pringle (1976)
of Roohe-lobe overflow from the inner Lagrangian point.

II .3 The hydrodynamic equations for a stationary disk

The hydrodynamic equations (6) , (7) , and (8) can be simplified
by making a number of additional assumptions:

* the disk is axisymmetric : 8/3<J>= 0.
This means that the gravitational influence of the mass-losing star
i s neglected, as well as the binary revolution. He use a
cylindrical coordinate system r,$,z, with z - 0 the central plane of
the disk, taken to be the orbital plane. The disk i s symmetric with
respect to this plane.

* the disk i s thin: (h/r) « 1 .
This implies that pressure forces in the disk are much smaller than
gravitational forces: pressure thickens the disk (cf. eq.(18)
below):p « pv2 . , It also implies that the vertical velocity, which
changes the thickness of a fluid element as i t moves inward (hence
v e (h/r) v r ) , i s much smaller than the radial velocity: v2 «v r .

* the elements of the viscous force tensor are smaller than the
pressure: t ^ 4 p, or, from the above assumption, t £ j « p v 2 . (This
assumption will be discussed in ch . I I I . 3 . ) This implies that the
viscous force gives r i se to a small radial velocity only (cf.
eq.(13) below): vr< v̂  .

* the disk i s stationary : 3/3t • 0.
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With these assumptions we can writ? down the lowest order
approximations of the hydrodynamical equations. We integrate over A
the vertical direction. From now on p,p and T denote pressure, *
density and temperature in the central plane (z " 0) of the disk,
whereas the half thickness h is defined by

p = J° p(z) dz (9)

Thus:
A) mass conservation:

|^ (rphvr) = 0 (10)

or after integration:
«

r p h vr = " I F (n)

where the constant of integration is chosen such that M is the total
accretion rate onto the compact object. This equation expresses the
fact that the matter entering the disk at the outside is transported
all the way through it. t
B) momentum conservation (r): [

v.2 = B
<|> r

i . e . the rotation i s Keplerian.
C) momentum conservation (<|>):

rphvr Ir" ( rV = " h (r* V
W i t h Tr0,E o A r < D < z ) d 2

In cylindrical coordinates we have (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959,
eq.15.15)

where 1 is the dynamic viscosity coefficient, and the last equality
follows with eq. (12). Eq.(ll) enables us to integrate eq.(13):

— rv, = r2T - — (16)

The integration constant J represents the net rate at which angular
momentum is lost from the disk at the . inner radius rj through
interaction with the compact object (or the magnetosphere, see
ch.1.4). Usually one assumes that the torque T^ vanishes at r> ,
then J • -^(rv^)^ , and the object receives the angular momentum of «
the accreted matter at the inner radius. Hence, using (12) again, f

i' &rvA< ' " S-Ï- ) ' 4 7 r r 2 T^ (17)
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For large radii r » r • , where the specific angular momentum is
large with respect to _̂  that at the inner radius of the disk, the
correction factor i^T?can be neglected.

D) momentum c o n s e r v a t i o n ( z ) :

p = Jph2 ^ (18)
r 3

or hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction.
E) energy conservation:

,- B ƒ*§ d* - ,* , - V |j < Ï ) (19)

where Q~ is the flux emitted at the disk surface, and Q the
vertically integrated energy production due to viscosity. Using
eq.(17) this can be written:

! ( I > (20)

Again,for large radii, the correction factor can be omitted.
The value of Q in eq.(20) differs by a factor 3(l-/f./f) from the
total mechanical (kinetic plus potential) energy that the fluid
loses per unit surface area by falling in. The difference results
from energy transport by viscous stresses. At radii r >(9/4) r^ , Q
is higher than expected, at radii r< (9/4) r£ , lower, such that the
total energy emitted from the disk surface

remains equal to the mechanical energy lost by accreting matter in
order to reach the inner radius

II.4 How to build a disk model

In order solve the disk variables the hydrodynamic equations
have to be supplemented with three auxiliary equations: the equation
of state, a cooling equation, and an equation defining the dynamic
viscosity coefficient or, equivalently, the viscous stress tensor.

Virtually all authors of a disk model use the hydrodynamic
equations in their approximated and vertically integrated forms (see
table 1). The reason for this is that this allows separation of the
radial and the vertical structure of the disk, reducing a
2-dimenslonal problem .to two 1-dimensional problems. This is paid
for, however, by an intrinsic uncertainty in the vertical structure.

The differences between basic disk models reside in the choice
of the auxiliary equations. The unknown nature of viscosity is
often singled out as the main culprit of uncertainty. It must be
stressed, however, that the other two auxiliary equations also give
rise to serious problems, as we will see below.

Having chosen three auxiliary equations with the hydrodynamical
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equations, one solves the disk variables as a function of radius.
Going back to the non-integrated forms of the equations of
hydrostatic equilibrium and cooling, one subsequently solves the
vertical structure.

TABLE 1. The simplified hydrodynamic disk equations

rpbv,

V•
Mrv i

S S

: i

P - Jph2

Q" -

TABLE 2 . The

mass and mass
_ M

m = T4ïT

h = 1

P - 1

T = 1

Kph =

Q+

M
" 4ir

©1
r

_ /Li ) =

GM
r 3

3GMM (

Shakura and

transfer rate

* rö — '

.0

. 3

.1

86

10-3 y-3/5

iOX i y'y / 8

10 1 2 y 1 / " <

y a"1*/5 m

4ïrr2T ,

1 - /-1)

Sunyaev disk

are given in

a - l / l0 m3/20

„-7/10 mll/2

x-l/5 m3/l0 m

l / S

solution for r55 X)8cm

dimensionless variables:

m-3/8 r 9 / a cm

0 m s / 8 r"1 5/8 g

l A _-3/i» g.
X lx

(11)

(12)

(17)

(18)

(20)

vr - 6,4 I0
6 y " 3 A a-/5 m3/10 m " 1 ^ r" 1^ cm/s
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Ill BASIC STATIONARY MODELS

III.l The Shakura-Sunyaev model

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the construction of a
disk model requires the specification of three auxiliary equations.
For two of the three, a natural choice suggests itself immediately:
the ordinary equation of state for a mixture of radiation and ideal
gas

P - 3 aT" +
 P £ T (22)

p
and the radiative transport equation

0 - £ £ (23)

with K the second moment of the intensity and T *Kp z the optical
depth. This differs from the usual form of this equation in stellar
atmospheres in having a non-zero right hand side, denoting radiation
production per unit optical depth. Approximating 4iK * cpr , and
integrating twice, we find for large optical depth T » 1 and
surface temperature negligible with respect to the temperature in
the plane of symmetry z * 0:

«' - 4 3 & ««>
The main contribution to the opacity i s expected to come from
Thomson scaJ-.fring and free - free opacity. Thus,

K = 0.40 + 0.66 1023 pT~3*5 cm2/g (25)

Different authors use somewhat d i f ferent numerical factors in
e q . ( 2 4 ) , dependent on the assumptions made for the v e r t i c a l
d i s t r ibut ion of density and energy production. We w i l l neg lect
these d i f f erences , as of l i t t l e importance to the so lut ion of the
radia l s tructure .

No natural choice i s poss ib le for the v i s c o s i t y , however. From
eqs.(14), ( 1 5 ) , and (17) we can write

M = 6irhn (26)
Inserting in this equation typical values K= 1017 g/s and h <1010cm
we get ri > 10 g/s, cm. This is many orders of magnitude larger than
any ordinary viscosity, e.g. particle viscosity in a plasma (see for
instance Rossi and Olbert, 1970, p.374). In lack of understanding
of this enhancement, one is forced to an ad hoc assumption. If more
matter is entering the disk at the outer edge than can be
transported through it, the density and hence the pressure will
rise. The elements of the viscous force tensor have the same
dimension as pressure, and only if the viscosity rises with the
pressure an equilibrium state can be reached, in which the viscosity
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is large enough to transport all the matter entering the disk at the
outer edge through it. Hence Shakura and Sunyaev (1973) propose

t r +- a p (27)

The enhancement of viscosity is thought of as the effect of
turbulence or small scale magnetic fields. Although the n as found
from eq.(27) and resulting from either turbulence or magnetic fields
(see ch. III.3) cannot be called viscosity in a strict sense, we
will continue to do so, in accordance with common practice in disk
theory.

The salient features of the Shakura-Sunyaev disk model are:
* the disk is large, almost reaching the Roche-lobe. This is the

consequence of the fact that angular momentum can be removed from
the disk by tidal forces only at this radius (see ch.1.4).
* the disk is concave, i.e. h/r increases with radius.
* the total mass of the disk is a. 10~9 times the mass of the

central object.
* gas pressure is dominant at radii r < 1000 km, I.e. in all of the

disk around a white dwarf. At radii r> 5000 km the opacity is
dominated by the free free opacity. The solution for this region is
given in table 2.
* around neutron stars and black holes at radii r < 1000 km

radiative pressure dominates. The solution of the radiation
dominated part of the disk, however, is not self-consistent, as it
yields radial pressure gradients, radial acceleration, and viscous
forces not negligible with respect to the gravitational force
(Maraschi, Reina, and Treves, 1976).
* because of eq.(21) about half of the energy available in the

accreting matter is released in the disk, most of it quite close to
the central object. The other half, i.e. JGMM/r, resides in the
rotational velocity. It is released in a boundary layer when the
compact object is a white dwarf or a neutron star, but dissappears
into a black hole. Accordingly the luminosity equals the total or
half of the accretion energy.
* the bulk of the radiation from the disk, and also from the

boundary layer if it is thermal, comes out in X-rays around a
neutron star or black hole, and in the ultra-violet around a white
dwarf, in accordance with our reasoning from ch.II.2. Assuming that
the disk surface radiates a Planck spectrum locally everywhere in
the disk, one readily shows the total spectrum to have a
fy^v1/3 frequency dependence in a large frequency interval. (For a
derivation of this dependency, see Pringle 1981.) For disks around
neutron stars or black holes, the influence of Thomson scattering
will flatten the X-ray spectrum.
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III.2 Comparison with observations

Observational evidence that accretion disks are large, almost
reaching the Roche-lobe, has already been discussed in ch.1.3. That
disks are concave i s shown by models for the observed reflection
from the disks in the cataclysmic variables DQ Her and UX UMa
(Petterson,1980).

Observations on the ultra-violet and optical continuum of the
cataclysmic variables EX Hya and VW Hyi are in good agreement with
the theoretical predictions of the above disk model (Bath, Pringle,
and Whelan, 1980; see f ig . 3) . Many cataclysmic variables show an
appreciable hard X-ray luminosity (Cordova et a l . , 1981), consistent
with the idea that the hard X-rays are produced in a highly
non-thermal boundary layer (Pringle and Savonije, 1979).

Theoretically, one expects the optical luminosities of accretion
disks in galactic bulge X-ray sources to be comparable to the
optical luminosities of cataclysmic variable disks. The
observational fact that they are a factor 100 higher (Van Paradijs,
1981), probably has to be explained by reabsorption In the outer
disk region of part of the X-rays, a proces also observed in X-ray
bursts, that are accompanied by optical bursts. Models for the
optical bursts may lead to a ratio of the thickness and radius of
the disk h/r =0.2, in accordance with the ratio required by the
Milgrom model to explain the absence of observed eclipses in
galactic bulge X-ray sources (Van Paradijs, 1981). This ratio can
be explained only for a < 10"1* (cf. table 2) . Variability
observations, however, suggest a > 0.01 (see ch.V).

1225

Figure 3. An WE spectrum of VW Hyi on the decline stage of an outburst.
The notched marks indicate the beat fit power law: F*y\ 2«3"5<
(From Bath, Pringle and Whelan, 1980). K
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This contradiction is not limited to the Shakura-Sunyaev model, but
inherent to all basic disk models: in order to transport matter
rapidly through the disk, a high viscosity is needed, automatically
leading to thin disks from eq.(26).

The X-ray spectra of galactic bulge sources are in reasonable
agreement with the disk model. For the X-ray spectra of pulsars we
must take into account the hardening of the spectrum due to the
presence of a strong magnetic field. The very hard ( >100 keV)
X-ray spectrum of Cyg X-l cannot be explained in this way, and
necessitates a fundamentally different model.

III.3 Other models

I will proceed to discuss other basic disk models. In doing so
I will confine myself to their essential characteristics, ordering
them with respect to the auxiliary equation in which their main
deviation from the Shakura-Sunyaev model resides. As remarked
above, all these models use essentially the same hydrodynamical
equations as the Shakura-Sunyaev model (table 1). A survey of their
auxiliary equations is given in table 3.

* viscosity
Of course, many ad hoc assumptions about the viscosity are

possible. Thus Pringle and Rees (1972) take a fixed small ratio
between radial and rotational velocity, Lynden-Bell and Fringle
(1974) use a viscosity coefficient which depends on a certain power
of the radius, Shakura and Sunyaev propose a proportionality of the
viscosity with total pressure, and Cunningham (see Llghtman, 1974)
modifies this into a proportionality of the viscosity with gas
pressure only. For the necessary enhancement with respect to
particle viscosity turbulence or small scale magnetic fields are
invoked.

By increasing the interaction between different fluid elements,
turbulence can cause a higher effective viscosity. On dimensional
grounds one estimates tr(j,=:pvt

2, where vt is the turbulent velocity.
As this velocity cannot exceed the sound velocity this can be
written t^sapc^-cp; a <1. The problem is that a Keplerian disk
satisfies Rayleigh's stability criterion 9J/3r>0. Shakura and
Sunyaev (1973) argue that this criterion may not be valid for the
very high Reynolds numbers that occur in accretion disks: R
• pvj,h/ii-pr2 /t^h2»!. Up to now, however, no instability that causes
turbulence in a JCeplerian disk has been found. Analogies with
laboratory experiments are suspicious as these invariably deal with
incompressible fluids in a homogeneous gravitational field.

The other proposition comprises viscosity due to small scale
magnetic fields

(28)
*-r öir

This tries to establish uniform rotation in a Keplerian disk,
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because it reduces velocity gradients. Its action causes inflow of
matter towards the compact object. The field may have entered the
disk as a small seed field in the transferred matter. Once in the
disk it is amplified by the Keplerian shear at a rate according to

|| = -7x(vxB) (29)

which does not change B ,but stretches the B, component as

(b O s (f)

-%f~ = " r "5~ ( ) B (30)
Thus the stress tensor component trA is expected to be smaller than
the magnetic pressure B2/8TT . If this pressure exceeds the internal
disk pressure, the field develops the tendency to bulge out of the
disk, reconnect, and leave (Parker instability). Thus, eq.(28) can
be expressed in the form eq.(27), with a<l . The dimensionless
parameter a depends on how effectively the magnetic field, ever
increasing due to shearing, can be limited by other processes, e.g.
magnetic reconnection. Attempts to look into this messy problem
have been made by Eardley and Lightman (1975), and by Ichimaru
(1977). Their results have been criticised by Galeev, Rosner, and
Vaiana (1979) who argue that reconnection cannot keep pace with
field production, causing the field to bulge out of the disk,
somewhat like coronal loops in the sun. Coroniti (1981) shows that
these last three authors may have underestimated the reconnection
rate, and also that magnetic viscosity is more likely to ba
proportional to the gas pressure than to the total pressure.

For an optically thick disk, all the above viscosity laws lead
to very similar models, sharing the salient features with the
Shakura-Sunyaev model.

This is not true for some models devised by Paczynski (1978a,b).
To evade the uncertainty involved in the enhancement of the
.viscosity, he argues that the disks are on the brink of
gravitational instability. This leads to

GM
p = const. —- (31)

r

effectively replacing eq.(27). (It may be noted that after removal
of eq.(27) any new equation completes the set, and thereby defines
viscosity.) In view of the condition for gravitational instability
the density in the disk must be very high ( >1010 times the
Shakura-Sunyaev dejisity), and self-gravity may, but needs not, be
important, as the total mass of the disk becomes comparable to the
mass of the central object. With density this high, viscosity of
degenerate matter is sufficient to explain appreciable mass flows
through the disk (Paczynski and Jaroszynski, 1978). The main
problem of these disk models, however, is that the density and
temperature in disks around solar mass compact objects are predicted
to be high enough for fusion to take place, thereby disrupting the
used equations. It must be concluded that these disk models are
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TABLE 3 Auxiliary Equations

Author(s) Viscosity State

Pringle,Rees(1972)

Shakura,Sunyaev(1973)

Cunningham

Ichimaru(1977)

Paczynski(1978)

Pac zynski,Jaros zynski
(1978)

Shapiro,Eardley,Lightman
(1976)

Liang,Thompson(1979)

Ichimaru(1977)

Bisnovatyi-Kogan,
Blinnikov(1977)

Liang(1977)

Shakura,Sunyaev,
Zilitinkevich(1978)

Williams (1980)
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(Blank = as Shakura,Sunyaev(1973))
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irrelevant for binary X-ray sources (Kozlowski, Wiita, and
Paczynski, 1979).

In yet another disk model (Paczynski and Wiita, 1980; I
Jaroszynski, Abramowicz and Paczynski, 1980) the angular momentum
rather than the viscosity is specified as a function of radius. In
this model the general relativistic metric is mimicked by a slight
modification of the Newtonian potential. From Von Zei pel's theorem
(i.e. the disk surface is an equlpotential surface, and the
radiative flux is perpendicular to the surface) and a given inner
radius the form of the disk surface and the luminosity are
calculated. For an inner radius well within the innermost stable
orbit, possible only around a black hole, geometrically thick disks
can be constructed with luminosities and hence accretion rates
vastly exceeding the Eddington limit. These calculations do not
specify the disk structure beneath the surface. Such a strict
application of the Von Zeipel theorem to a disk atmosphere seems
questionable, as it is not obvious that it is possible to construct
a consistent model for the disk structure below the surface. For an
inner radius at or outside the innermost stable orbit, i.e. around
neutron stars, the model leads to a Shakura and Sunyaev like disk
structure.

* equation of state *•
It was Sunyaev who suggested that the hard X-rays of Cyg X-l be

produced by Compton scattering of soft X-rays in a hot, optically
thin region (Thorne and Price, 1975). This lead Shapiro, Eardley,
and Lightman (1976) to investigate a twctemperature disk model for
the innermost part of an accretion disk. The accretion energy is
acquired by the protons, and energy exchange with the electrons, if
by Coulomb interactions only, is not sufficient to keep the
electrons at the proton temperature, when the temperature is very
high:

! v r ( T i " Te >= ir <32>
p

where Vg is the electron-ion coupling rate. The equation of state
of a two-temperature gas reads:

P - P £ < T. + Te ) (33)
P

The energy loss is determined by Compton cooling of the electrons,
hence by the Comptonisation parameter

4kTe -
y = f T n"! if T < 1 ; n-2 if T>1 (34)

mec ;
and by the radiation present. This leads to the equation: •

Q" = yQ~ i.e. y * 1 (35) f

The soft photons are envisaged to originate in the cooler parts of
the disk and to impinge on the two-temperature region. (The
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optically thick case has been investigated by Liang and Thompson,
1979.)

Ichimaru (1977) showed that an analogous two-temperature disk
model can be made with his viscosity law.

The two-temperature models lead to appreciably higher
temperatures: Ti-10uK and Te=

:109K, and are able to explain the hard
X-ray spectrum of Cyg X-l. However, as these models do not use the
fact that Cyg X-l is presumably a black hole, they are not able to
explain why Cyg X-l is so fully unique in its emission of very hard
X-rays, and indeed they predict the same for the disks of the
galactic bulge X-ray sources, contrary to observation. I consider
this a serious problem of the two-temperature models.

* cooling
The radiation dominated part of the accretion disk has been

surmised by several authors to be unstable to convection. When
convection takes place, the convective flux can be estimated as the
energy content of the convective element times the convective
velocity v . The convective velocity is taken to' be a certain
fraction of the sound velocity. The energy content of the
convective element is estimated from gas pressure by Liang (1977),
and from radiation pressure by Shakura, Sunyaev, and Zilitinkevich
(1978). The application to disks of the mixing length convection
theory (Bisnovatyi-Kogan and Blinnikov, 1977) favors the latter
approach.

A simple estimate for the relative importance of the convective
flux in the ladiation pressure dominated region can be made as
follows (Tayler, 1980). The total flux can be written from
eqs.(18), (19), and (27) as Q=;0/2)aprcs , the convective flux as
Q ,= 12vc pr <5T/T. Since the convective element is in pressure
equilibrium with the surroundings, 6(pg

 + Pjr ) * 0» we have for
dominating radiation pressure:

Hence: e

Ü£ « - 1 IftiEls (37)
Q a pr p cs

Thus for a not too small the convective flux is only important when
the convective velocity exceeds the sound velocity, in which case
the conventional approach to convection breaks down.

In the outer parts of the disk, the frequency dependent cooling
can be calculated by application of stellar atmosphere theory to the
surface of the disk (Herter e.a., 1979). For optically thick disks,
the total cooling is still given in good approximation by eq.(24).
Williams (1980) has shown, however, that the outermost region of the
disk (r>3 10iocm for M « 10 l 7g/s) is optically thin in the
continuum, but optically thick in the hydrogen Balmer lines, the Ca
II H and K lines, and possibly in the Na I D lines. Hence the
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cooling is predominantly in these lines, and the total cooling
cannot be approximated with eq.(24). The total cooling is
calculated by integrating the source function Sy - equal in LTE to
the Planck function Bv - over the optical depth of the disk fv for
each frequency first, and by integrating over frequency next. The
hydrogen emission lines observed in cataclysmic variables can be
explained this way. Since the outermost region remains optically
thin in the helium lines, their origin must be elsewhere in the
disk. As Williams describes viscosity by using a vr «const .v, law
(cf. table 3), he overestimates th<=> radial velocity of the matter,
and hence underestimates the density in the outer regions of the
disk. Tylenda (1981) investigates «-disks and finds that optically
thin regions develop only for lower mass-transfer rates M <10 g/s.
The size of the optically thin region and hence the strength of the
emission lines, is also dependent on the total size of the disk.

Pacharintanakul and Katz (1980) investigate the effect of
reimpingement of optical radiation from the outer regions of the
disk on the disk, and calculate the resulted heating. An effect
which is important in accretion disks around neutron stars is the
absorption by the outer regions of part of the X-rays produced in
the center. For a disk heigth h(r) the spatial angle subtended by
the surface of a vertical column with unit cross-section is given by
l/r3/3r(h/r) T h u s t h e absorbed flux will be given by

% " f a 4ÏÏF I? (7> Lc <38>
where fa is the absorbed fraction of the onfalling radiation and
Lc the total luminocity from the center, for practical purposes
equal to Lx . If Q <Q a< 3Q x/8 the reprocessed X-ray radiation will
influence the outcoming radiation of the disk. If Q >3QT/8 also the
disk structure will be affected, as the central temperature will no
longer be given by eq.(24). For a Shakura-Sunyaev model this is the
case at radii r > 2 10: ° f~8/9 cm, and it depends on the size of the
disk and the value of f whether this can be satisfied.

a
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IV ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF DISKS

IV.1 Vertical structure

As the radial structure of the disk is solved after averaging
over the thickness, the vertical structure can be found only with
the help of an additional assumption. Thus solutions have been made
for homogeneous, isothermal, and polytropic vertical structure.
Another problem is the fact that the ad hoc treatment of viscosity
leads to an uncertainty about the vertical distribution of the
energy production. It can be assumed to be concentrated towards the
plane of symmetry, e.g. by assuming that eq.(27) is also valid in
the vertical direction, or to be independent of z. The different
vertical structures as calculated from hydrostatic equilibrium and
radiative transport are very much alike: density and temperature are
highest in the plane of symmetry, and fall off rapidly near the disk
surface. Stellar atmosphere treatment of the region near the
surface has been discussed in the previous chapter.

IV.2 Coronae, winds, jets

By assuming that energy production is important in the disk
atmosphere, a corona model can be made (Paczynski, 1978b; Liang and
Thompson, 1979). Another proposed heating mechanism for a disk
corona is dissipation of shock waves (Icke, 19/6; Liang and Price,
1977). Cooling of the corona takes place by radiation, by the
driving of a wind, or by conduction into the disk. Liang and Price
warn for the use of analogies with the sun, as the luminosity of the
solar corona is only a millionth of the total solar luminosity,
whereas disk coronae ire only interesting from the observational
point of view if their luminosity partakes a sizable fraction of the
disk luminosity. We may add that the heating mechanism of the solar
corona itself is far from established. Galeev, Rosner and Vaiana
(1979) argue that reconnection is not able to keep up with the rapid
production of azimuthal magnetic fields as proposed by Eardley and
Lightman (see ch.III.3), and predict the rise by buoyancy of coronal
magnetic loops, that emit hard X-rays.

None of the corona theories can be checked with observations
available at the present. The existence of a disk corona, however,
is made plausible 'by the fact that during the off-state of Her X-l,
when the X-ray producing region is shielded from us by the disk,
about 6 % of the X-ray flux remains. This can be explained as
reflection of X-rays by a hot (T « 107 K) medium above the disk
(Backer e.a., 1977). A similar hot medium may be present above the
disk in 4U1822-37 (White et al., 1981). Thus the observations point |
to a passive, radiation-reflecting medium, rather than to an
actively emitting corona. !

An appreciable wind of the disk itself is expected in '
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thickness. Attempts
collimated jets have not
prediction by Shakura and Sunyaev (1973) that mass
place from a supercritical disk in a large cone has

two-temperature models, as pointed out by Piran (1977), the ions
with temperature Tj^lO11 K having thermal velocities exceeding the
escape velocity and a mean free path length exceeding the disk

to explain wind outflow in the form of
been very convincing so far. The

outflow takes
been verified

for single-particle orbits (Bisnovatyi-Kogan and Blinnikov, 1977).
More realistic hydrodynamic calculations show some signs of jet
formation if the rotational velocity of the wind matter is neglected
(Icke, 1980), but if rotational velocity is taken into account no
jets form. Whether (high-velocity) jets can emerge from the funnels
in some of the Paczynski disk models for a disk around a black hole
(see ch. III.3) is under investigation (Paczynski, 1982, and
references therein). Jets emerging from neutron stars, e.g. the
radio jets of Sco X-l, or the high-velocity jets of SS433 (if this
system contains a neutron star), cannot be explained this way, as
anarrow funnel occurs only for disks that have their inner radius
well within the innermost stable orbit r=6GM/c2.

IV.3 Tilted disks

It is a tantalising situation that the disk we know most about,
the one in Her X-l, does not conform to the standard picture at all.
The most important difference with standard theory is that the disk
is tilted with respect to the orbital plane, and precesses in a
period of 35 days, this being precisely the reason that we can study
the form of the disk in some detail (Boynton, 1978). The thickness
of the disk (h/r=0.25) and its twisted form are probably connected
with this tilt.

Petterson (1977a,b; 1978) has tried to write down the equations
for a tilted and twisted disk. He assumes that the twisted disk
precesses as a whole, kept together by the viscous forces. It seems
unlikely, however, that the and trz

k
components of the viscous^z r z

stress tensor are high enough to keep the twisted disk in a
steady-state form, as these components are not enhanced by the
mechanisms discussed in Ch. III.3. Probably the tilt of the disk
arises because matter is put in a tilted ring, and is transported to
the compact object in the plane of this ring. The orientation of
the ring in which matter is deposited changes, possibly due to
precession of the misaligned mass-losing star, and hence the disk
plane rotates in' the same direction and with the same angular
velocity as the precession of the mass-losing star. This model is
referred to as the slaved disk model (Roberts, 1974).
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V TIMEDEPENDENT DISKS

V.I Variations in mass flow

Allowing for t i m e - v a r i a b i l i t y , but keeping the other assumptions
s t i p u l a t e d in c h . I I . 3 , we can wri te down the s i m p l i f i e d
time-dependent disk equat ions . Mass conservation now reads:

IF (ph) i h ( r p hV (39)

Eq. (12) , ( 18 ) , and (20) remain v a l i d , but i t i s no longer poss ib le
to integrate e q . ( 1 3 ) . Combining eq . (13) and eq . (39) we have:

3Z _ J_ _3_ rl 3_fr2
3t r 3r v, 3r = 0 (40)

with disk surface density I - ph. Expressing \ A in I and r we
make eq.(40) a non-linear diffusion equation. It describes the
spreading of a density disturbance somewhere in the disk, for
example the formation of a disk from a ring (Lightman, 1974;
Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974; see f i g . 4 ) , or the reaction of the
disk to a change in the mass flow entering the outer edge (Bath and
Pringle, 1981).

8

6 -

Figure 4. The spreading of a ring due to viscous forces. The ring with
mass m is initially at radius RQ. The dimensionless surface density a *=

Ro
2/m is shown as a function of dimensionless radius x =r/Roand time

12n/(pi? 2) t. (From Lynden-Bell and Pringle3 1974.)
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The characteristic diffusion timescale can be estimated from the
stationary disk solution, e.g. in the Shakura-Sunyaev solution
(table 2):

T = 1 s 10"7 a"*/5 r5/" (4J)
D vr

From the decay timescale of nova outbursts of the order of a week it
follows that a = 1

 f o r disk radii r = 2 10i°cm. A similar argument
from the fact that the transport time of matter through the disk in
Her X-l must be shorter than its precession timescale of 35 days
gives a > 0.01(Katz,1980).

V.2 Stability

With the time-dependent equations a stability analysis of the
disk can be made. As the outer regions of the disk, where gas
pressure is dominant, are generally considered to be stable (see,
however, Livio and Shav.lv, 1977, 1981), most interest is centered on
the innermost part of the disk, where radiation pressure is
dominant, and which occurs only around neutron stars or black holes.
The general analysis considers perturbations on the stationary disk
solution (Shakura and Sunyaev, 1976; Piran, 1978). There is some
confusion in terminology as disk configurations that are not a
solution of the structure equations are sometimes referred to as
unstable. 1 prefer to reserve the term unstable to solutions of the
stationary disk equations in which perturbations grow.

A problem which besets stability analysis is the fact that the
stationary structure equations are solved with neglect of several
terms which may be of the same magnitude as the introduced small
perturbations. This is especially true in the inner region, where
neglect of these terms is already doubtfull in the stationary case.
Two long-wavelength limits of the general instability analysis have
received special interest:
* the secular mode (Lightman, 1974). In this mode the energy

production remains equal to the energy loss, Q+» Q~ . Arising
because stress is lower at higher density, it causes clumping of
matter in rings. Modes with wavelength A£h have a growth time
T=(A/r)2x
* the thermal mode (Pringle, Rees, and Pacholczyk, 1973;Pringle,

1976). As the timescale of this mode, the thermal timescale T T *
h/c ar/vjj ,is short with respect to the diffusion timescale, tne
surface density is' constant, but the energy production diverges from
the energy loss, and eq.(20) is no longer valid. It arises because
after a rise in temperature the rise in energy production cannot be
radiated away, and the temperature rises further.

The inner region of the Shakura-Sunyaev model is unstable to
both modes, and in fact all disk models are unstable to the thermal
mode, in the region where radiation pressure dominates. As stressed
by Piran (1978), it is not possible to infer from the models that
astrophyslcal disks are unstable, as relatively small changes in the
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viscosity law can lead to stable configurations» As an example,
consider the secular mode (Lightman, 1974). In the Shakura and
Sunyaev model, with viscosity proportional to total pressure I
(eq.(27)), one derives with eqs.(18), (20), and (24): Tp.'vE"1, lower *
stresses at higher densities. That this causes a clumping
instability ±8 readily shown by inserting this in eq.(40) and
applying a small perturbation to the stationary solution. • when the
viscosity is proportional to the gas pressure only, however, one
derives Trj<\£

5'3, leading to a disk solution which is stable with
respect to the secular mode.

I
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF LOW-MASS X-RAY BINARIES

Jan van Paradijs and Frank Verbunt

Astronomical I n s t i t u t e , Univers i ty of Amsterdam

Published in Space Science Reviews j>0,361-364 (1981)

An important c l a s s of bright g a l a c t i c X-ray sources (comprising
the bright g a l a c t i c bulge sources , X-ray bursters , globular c lus ter
sources and the sof t X-ray t r a n s i e n t s ) c o n s i s t s of a neutron star
and a low-mass (<1 Ma) Roche-lobe f i l l i n g s t a r . Mass transfer to
the neutron star takes place via an accret ion disk, which through
heating by X-rays (from the v i c i n i t y of the neutron s t a r ) dominates
the opt ica l emission of the system. A review of the developments
leading to t h i s view has been given by Lewin and Joss ( 1 ) .

The opt ica l counterparts of these X-ray sources are f a i n t blue
s tars whose spectrum shows few emission l i n e s (most notably
He II X4686 and N III X 4640) superposed on a smooth continuum ("Sco
X-l type" spectrum, see e . g . r e f . 2 , 3 ) .

With few exceptions periodic X-ray or opt ica l v a r i a b i l i t y has
not been observed for these systems. According to Milgrom (4) t h i s
i s the r e s u l t of the large thickness of the accret ion disk, which
sh ie lds the companion star from X-rays: for systems with large
orbi ta l i n c l i n a t i o n the X-rays are occulted by the disk throughout
the orbit and therefore unobservable. For companion-star masses in
the range from 0.1 t o 1 Me the disk should extend to ^15 degrees
from the orbi ta l plane.

He w i l l show that the colour i n d i c e s , absolute magnitude and
r a t i o of X-ray to opt ica l luminosity of these low-mass X-ray
binar ies are d is tr ibuted in f a i r l y narrow i n t e r v a l s , and the idea of
a "typical" low-mass X-ray binary seems meaningful. The propert ies
of such a typica l system are the subject of th i s paper. A more
extended d iscuss ion w i l l be presented elsewhere ( 5 ) .
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Average optical properties

The sample discussed here consists of 25 X-ray sources whose
optical spectrum shows the characteristic "Sco X-l type" features.
Basic data (UBV magnitudes, X-ray fluxes) have been taken mainly
from the catalog of Bradt et al . (6). Interstellar reddening
corrections were determined using the original sources and the
recent compilation of reddening data by Neckel and Klare (7) .

* Intrinsic colours. The average reddening-corrected values of B-V
and Ü-B are 0.03±0.25 ( s .d . ) and -0.95+0.25 ( s . d . ) , respectively.
Since reddening errors may be expected to contribute significantly
to the scatter of the colour-index distributions, we may conclude
that the intrinsic colours of low-mass X-ray binaries are quite
similar.

* Ratio of X-ray to optical flux. We use the difference between the
B magnitude and the "X-ray magnitude" X = -0.251ogFx (pJy) as a
measure of the ratio of X-ray to optical flux. Of the 25 sources in
the sample only three show a periodic optical or X-ray variability.
All three are located at one extreme end of the (B-X) distribution
(relatively low X-ray flux). This suggests that in these systems
Milgrom's (4) selection effect does not operate. Perhaps these
systems are observed near a cri t ical Inclination angle, where the
X-ray source is just visible through the upper rim of the disk, or
they may contain a t i l ted disk. Because of the correlation of this
atypical behaviour and B-X we have not used these sources in the
calculation of the average ratio of X-ray to optical flux.

The average value of B-X equals 25.5+1.1 mag ( s . d . ) . This
corresponds to an average ratio Fx (2-llkeV)/Fopt (3OOO-7OOOÜ) of
^350. Part of the scatter in B-X is due to errors in the reddening
corrections (>0.4 mag) and to projection effects . For a random
orientation of disk planes the latter contributes ^0.4 mag. to the
scatter in B-X. We conclude that the ratio of X-ray to optical
brightness of low-mass X-ray binaries cluster within a fairly narrow
range (less than a.2 magnitudes).

* Absolute visual magnitude. We can estimate Mv for two subsets of
the sample. For burst sources we use distance estimates based on
the assumption that the average maximum luminosity of X-ray bursts
i s the same for al l sources (Lmax " 3«° 1 Q 3 8 ergs/s (8 ,9) ) . For the
optical counterparts of seven burst sources we then find M »
1.2+.1.0. For three soft X-ray transients we can estimate the
distance from the spectral type of the companion star which became
visible after the X-rays turned off. For the absolute magnitude at
maximum (then these systems are comparable to their persistent
counterparts) we find Mv • 0.8±0.8. These results suggest that the
average absolute magnitude (^+1) is a meaningful property of
low-mass X-ray binaries.
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Discussion

* Correlated X-ray/optlcal observations of low-mass X-ray binaries
(10-13) show that the optical brightness variations are well
described by a power law: Fopt(:)Fx

X > with typical values of a ̂ 0.5.
Then the ratio Fx/Fopt is proportional to Fx

0*5. The small spread in
the observed ratio Fx/FOpt can then be understood as the
consequence of a limited range of the X-ray luminosity of low-mass
X-ray binaries (^1O36 to M O B ergs/s) and a similar structure of
the reprocessing disks. Independent evidence for high- and
low-luminosity cutoffs in their X-ray luminosity functions has been
given by Margon and Ostriker (14) and by Grindlay (15).
* From the observed ratio of X-ray to optical flux we can estimate
the thickness of the accretion disk, as seen from the neutron star.
We assume that the X-rays are emitted isotropically, and approximate
the disk (as seen from the observer) as a flat plate. Then

f, ./f = (1-A) cos i f(i) Q/2i\
bol x

where fbol and fx are the bolometric (reprocessed) and X-ray
f l u x e s , A Is the X-ray albedo, i i s the orbi ta l i n c l i n a t i o n , f ( i ) i s
a limb-darkening factor and ft i s the s o l i d angle of the disk as seen
from the neutron s t a r . Using a bolometric correct ion factor
obtained from IUE observations of Sco X-l and 1735-44 (16,17) we
find

(1-A) cos i TÖT ft/2-rr = 0.020.

Within Milgrom's (4) model of low-mass X-ray binaries there i s a cut
off in the i n c l i n a t i o n s at 1^75 degrees; for a random d i s t r ibut ion
of disk or ientat ions we then have cos i * 0 .6 . For disks with a
limb-darkening law similar to that of a normal (approximately grey)
atmosphere we have f ( 1 ) • 0 .76 . We then find

(1-A) Ü/2TI = 0.043.

For X-rays perpendicularly incident on a stellar atmosphere typical
values of A are ̂ 0.5 (18,19). Adopting this value we then find that
the disks extend to ̂  3 degrees from the orbital plane. This value
is too low to shield the companion star from X-rays.
Before accepting this apparent discrepancy with Milgrom's model
possible sources of systematic errors in the derivation of the disk
thickness have to be investigated. These include systematic errors
in the reddening corrections, the assumed isotropy of the X-ray
emission, the possibility that a significant fraction of the
reprocessed X-rays, are emitted in the Lyman continuum, and an X-ray
albedo significantly larger than the adopted value (possibly related
to the large angle of incidence of the X-rays).
* The size of the disks can be estimated from the observed average
absolute magnitude. Approximating the disk as a flat circular plate
radiatiag as a black body with a temperature of 28,000 K (11,17),
observed at an average cos i * 0.6 we find for the typical radius of
the disk -\-7 10 10 cm.
* It seems likely (20-23) that the disks fill 80 to 100 percent of
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their Roche lobes. Thus the above derived disk size affords an
estimate of the neutron-star Roche lobe. Then the size of the
(Roche-lobe filling) companion star depends only on the mass ratio,
and we can "-ake an estimate of its mass if we assume it is a
main-sequence star. For Mx*1.4Me (24) we find that the mass of the
companion star is ^0.6Me.

These results, together with the observed spectral types (late
K V) of the companions of soft X-ray transients and the observed
optical burst delays of 2 to 3 seconds (10,25,26) suggest that the
idea of a "typical" low-mass X-ray binary is a meaningful one. Such
a typical low-mass X-ray binary consists of a neutron star,
surrounded by an accretion disk of % 7 1010cm, and a ^0.6Me companion
star. The orbital period is ^6 hours.
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SUMMARY

Assuming that gravitational radiation loss is the driving
mechanism for mass transfer in the brightest galactic bulge X-ray
sources various conditions are examined in order to obtain the
highest possible mass-transfer rates.
It is found that even if angular momentum losses from the disk are
taken into account, only in case of a degenerate star as a secondary
the mass-transfer rate can reach values as high as are required to
explain the highest observed luminosities of these sources.
The 2500 sec orbital period of 4U1626-67 seems to require a
hydrogen-rich low-mass degenerate star.

Key words: X-ray binaries, mass exchange, degenerate stars
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Introduction

The problem in explaining the nature of the brightest galactic
bulge X-ray sources i s their high luminosity (Lx=103 8 ergs / s ) ,
which corresponds to mass-accretion rates of about 10~8 MQ/yr on a
neutron star of 1 M0 (Marker t et a l . , 1977).

An acretion rate like this can only occur in a close binary
system, which is one of the reasons why we will choose as our model
for galactic bulge sources a close binary with a neutron star of
about 1 M, as primary and a normal galactic bulge population star
as secondary (cf. Joss and Rappaport, 1979; Li et a l . , 1980). Other
grounds for the close binary hypothesis are the fact that the X-ray
spectra are similar to those of the well-known low-mass X-ray
binaries Sco X-l and Cyg X-2, and the close resemblances between the
optical spectra of bulge sources and of Sco X-l (Canizares et a l . ,
1979). An argument against the close binary hypothesis i s the fact
that until now no X-ray eclipses of these sources have been
observed, a problem which i s considered by Joss and Rappaport (1979)
and Milgrom (1978). Since the stars in the galactic bulge belong to
an intermediate population or to the old population II they are
expected to have low masses, M~ < 0.8 M , because a l l the heavier
stars have evolved very rapidly and have not lived suff iciently
long. Recently Van Paradijs et a l . (1980) have found that the burst
source Cen X-4, which also belongs to the class of galactic bulge
sources, shows a K-dwarf spectrum during the state of low act iv i ty ,
confirming that the companion star must have a mass smaller than 0.8

V
In these old low-mass stars we do not expect much stellar wind,

so we propose the mass-transfer mechanism to be Roche-lobe overflow.
He will now examine what constraints this type of mass transfer sets
to the allowed masses of the secondary stars in these systems.

Mass transfer driven by gravitational radiation

When our system consists of a low-mass star with mass M much
smaller than 0.8 M 0 (from now on we shall consider masses in the
range 0.05 - 0.35 M ©) which is transferring mass to a heavier
(neutron) star, we have a type of Roche-lobe overflow which, in the
case of both mass and angular momentum conservation, can only take
place on the nuclear time scale of the secondary (cf. Van den
Heuvel, 1977). This time scale is in good approximation given by
(Paczynski, 1967):

T = 9 lo9 < w ~ 3 " 3 yr w
For our low-mass star T n u c is at least 5 1013 years, much longer
than the age of the universe, and thus cannot have had much
influence on the evolution of the secondary, nor can the observed
high accretion rate be explained.
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Several authors (e.g. Paczynski, 1967; Faulkner, 1971; Ritter,
1980) therefore have dropped the assumption of conservation of
angular momentum by including angular momentum loss of the system
through the emission of gravitational waves.

If we neglect for the moment the rotational angular momenta of
both components by equating the total angular momentum of the system
to the orbital angular momentum

Jorb - Ml M2 ( M j ^ } (2)

one can derive from e q . ( 2 ) , together with the equation for angular
momentum l o s s by grav i ta t iona l radiat ion (Faulkner, 1971) in
combination with d J g r a v / d t " dJ o r ^/d t , that the distance a between
the two s tars changes as:

d a (ty-m,) dm2 m,m2

dT " 2a—^T "3T " 2 X T T (Vm2> ( 3 )

where t is expressed in years, a in Rs, m j and m£ in M0 and A •
8.3 10 " 1 0 . The first term on the right hand side of eq.(3)
describes the increase of the separation between the stars when mass
transfer takes place from the less massive (n^) to the more massive
(mj) component, provided that mass and angular momentum are
conserved. The second term describes the decrease of the separation
caused by orbital angular momentum loss due to gravitational
radiation. By adopting the Roche-lobe formula of Paczynski (1967):

m2 1/3 My
RT = 0.4622 a ( — ) ;( — < 0.8 ) (4)

ij m *̂ ni/* m1 2 1

where RL is the radius of the Roche-lobe, and equating this to the
stellar radius, to ensure that the secondary always f i l l s i t s
Roche-lobe

and finally adopting a mass-radius
f i l l ing component of the form

n - c> m
 n

Faulkner (1971) derived from eq.(3) a
evolution of a close binary system
gravitational radiation losses:

— = (i-ji)y" i t ( n '" i / 8 )
 m

dT u - J (n+5/3) ( l -y) I'V

T ml
T T V

a n d T = ^ — ( _ ^ \t _®_ r™ ^ ^l•n-3

relation

formula
m under

for

which
the

(5)

the Roche-lobe

(6)

describes
influence

the
of

32G3 U - I O " w 3 :

By applying eq.(7) to main sequence stars (0.79</?<!; 0.8<n<l) we do
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not obtain accretion rates exceeding 10 2 ° M /yr. In fig. 1 the
results are shown tor a mass-radius relation according to Whyte and
Eggleton (1980), viz. R2»0. 79m2°'

8 » valid for masses in the range
Q . 0 9 5 ^ 0.34.

For some cataclysmic variables, which are assumed to have
main-sequence secondaries, these rates agree well with those derived
from observations (e.g. Ritter, 1980). But for our galactic bulge
sources they are far too low.
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Figure 1. Mass-transfer rate as a function of the age of the binary
system, with a main-sequence companion star.
The calculations were started at the onset of mass transfer, when t=0
m2*0.35 and mj«0.65 (lower dashed and lower solid line), resp. mj=1.0
(upper dashed and upper solid line).
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Ways of increasing the mass-transfer rate

We may Include the effect of the presence of an accretion disk I
around the neutron star by taking account of the orbital angular
momentum which is transformed into rotational angular momentum of
the edge of the disk during mass transfer. We assume that angular
momentum with respect to the primary is conserved when the matter
falls from the innner Lagrangian point to the edge of the disk.
Further we assume that angular momentum is conserved when the matter
is transported through the disk, by means of a stream out of the
system from the edge of a disk. (Such streams are observed in
binaries and are also suggested to occur by hydrodynómical
calculators of the mass-flow - cf. Flannery, 1975). The equation
for the change in angular momentum now becomes:

dM dM

where x^ is the distance of the inner Lagrangian point to the center
of the secondary. The second and third term of the right hand side
give the change in rotational momentum of the primary and the disk,
and the secondary, respectively. This means an extra term on the I
right hand side of eq.(3), viz. '

2(a-xL) dm2
-T— (m +m )

nii in o at i z

For the latter we use the approximation given by Pratt and
Strittmatter (1976):

m
xT = 0.50 - 2/9 log — (9)
-L m2

(This equation is valid within 5% for 0.05<mi/m2<5). This results
in an extra term in the denominator of eq.(7), viz. 4/9 log(l-V)/U,
but this does not increase the accretion rate by more than a factor
2 (see fig. 1). This treatment of the angular momentum distribution
in the binary system is based upon the assumption that a negligible
amount of matter is lost from the system carrying all the
transformed angular momentum, which is just the opposite of the
assumption made by Taam et al. (1980) in their computations of the
orbital evolution of cataclysmic variables. In order to give a
crude description of the nova outbursts these authors assumed that
all the matter which was transferred to the primary is subsequently
lost from the system, carrying the specific angular momentum of the
primary. This results in an increasing separation between the
components if the primary is more massive than the secondary.

When dealing with main-sequence stars we must also consider the <
fact that when such a star loses mass, it will not remain in thermal
equilibrium and thus the mass-radius relation (6) for stars in t
thermal equilibrium does no longer apply. The actual deviation from <
thermal equilibrium depends on the Kelvin-Helmholtz time scale which ;
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Figure 2. Mass-transfer rate as a function of the age of the binary
with corrections for deviations from thermal equilibrium. Thin solid
and dashed lines: as computed by approach 13 reliable for 0,15 <mf><0.25.
Thick solid and dashed lines: as computed by approach 2, reliable for
0.1<mg<0.25. The onset of mass transfer has mp as indicated in the
figure. The total mass is 1 M . (Results for total mass 2.3 M are
virtually the same.) e
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the star requires to restore Its thermal equilibrium.
This consideration Is not included in Faulkner's formula (7)

and we can correct for this in several ways:
1) By adopting a different mass-radius relation, namely the one for
mass-losing stars, as computed by Eggleton, Taam and Faulkner
(Faulkner, 1976). We used the one for the lowest mass-loss rate
they give, which is s t i l l as much as 10" Me/yr. As we know that
in our problem the mass-transfer rate will never be more than that,
we can say that the results of the calculations using a mass-radius
relation like this will describe the maximum effect.

We f i t their results for a mass-losing star with in i t ia l mass
minit-0.25 with: R2-0.174m2"°-' 56(0.25>m 2>0.183) and R2-0.2264
(0.183>m2>0.125).
2) By making use of a second relation which describes the time
development of the stellar radius as a function of the mass-transfer
rate, the time scale of thermal equilibrium and the mass-radius
relation for stars which are not losing mass, as given by Whyte and
Eggleton (1980):

TR2

dt

where T '

dm2 R2 R2

ir ' ~ log r
o

(10)

i

4.86 107 yr
0 . 8 6

.
(0 .13 m 9

2 * 2 - 0.1 au. .. - 0 . 0 3 6 ) x '
t =

m 2init
( V 0 . 3 )

2

Ro is the equilibrium radius of a star of the same mass m2>
Eq.(3) and (10) together form a set of coupled differential

equations which we have solved numerically. The results of these
two approaches, as seen in fig. 2 for a star with an in i t ia l mass of
0.25 M 9, show us that the highest possible accretion rate remains
less than 2 10" Me/yr in either case.

The possibility of degenerate secondaries and the case of 4U1626-67

Another possibility worth considering is Co assume a degenerate
star as a secondary (cf. Li et a l . , 1980). In this case we use the
following approximate mass-radius relation as derived from the
computations made by Zapolsky and Salpeter (1969):

R- - 0.0126 tn2"
0*283

R2 * 0.0383 m 2"
0' 1 9 2

0.0Km2<0.3
O.OKnytt.l

for He stars
for H-He stars

(Tutukov and Yungelson (1979) have made parabolic f i t s . Their f i t
of the relation for the H-He stars actually represents the pure H
stars). The accuracy of our computation can be improved by using
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different linear f i t s for different parts of the relation of
Zapolsky and Salpeter. This does not change our results
appreciably. We do not consider H-He stars with n^O.l as those i
stars will burn hydrogen. Since in degenerate configurations the \
question of thermal equilibrium is not very relevant, we can perform
our calculations using the simple formula (7), with or without the
extra term due to the loss of angular momentum from an accretion
disk.

The results , as seen in fig.3 are promising. We can now reach
accretion rates of 10~8 M /yr for a time span of about 5 10 yrs.
This is not a very long time, but since the number of the brightest
galactic bulge sources is not more than about a dozen, we cannot
draw conclusions before we have studied the occurrence of degenerate
star configurations in the galactic bulge. In this context the
recently observed orbital period of 2500 seconds of the galactic
X-ray source 4U1626-67 (Middleditch et a l . , 1981) is worth
mentioning. We shall see that because of this ultra-short orbital
period we can derive some restrictions upon the nature of this
source. Assuming that the secondary f i l l s i ts Roche-lobe the known
period gives us a unique relation between the radius and the mass of
the secondary:

Ro = 0.1825 mo
l/3 (Ro in R ; m_ in M ) (11) I

When comparing this with the known mass-radius relations for
main-sequence stars we can only obtain a solution for a mass as
small as 0.04 M0 (see f ig .4) ; such a star is too small to be able to
ignite hydrogen and thus never can be a main-sequence star, implying
this is an inconsistent solution. When we take account of
deviations from thermal equilibrium of mass-losing main-sequence
stars, the situation becomes even worse, because the stellar radii
will be larger than those of stars of the same mass which are in
thermal equilibrium resulting in solutions which yield masses that
are even smaller than 0.04 Y^ .

But when comparing eq . ( l l ) with the mass-radius relations for
degenerate stars as computed by Zapolsky and Salpeter (1969) we
obtain several consistent solutions, dependent on the chemical
composition that is used. Some of the possibi l i t ies are l isted in
table 1. If we compare the computed values of m with the commonly :
adopted value of 10" Me/yr, we can see that compositions with a
high amount of hydrogen are favored, and that some angular momentum
loss (here adopted to occur from the accretion disk) is required.

Our results differ from those of Li et al . (1980) in that we
cannot f i t a main-sequence companion into the system. This
difference is due to the use of different mass-radius relations for
low-mas main-sequence stars.
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Figure 4. Comparison of mass-radius relations for degenerate stars of
different ohemiaal compositions ( ) and for main-sequence stars in
thermal equilibrium (»—-•) with the relation between mass and radius
of 4U1626-67 as derived from the observed orbital period ( ).

TABLE 1

Composition Mass(M^) Radius(Rfl)
dM/dt (M#/yr)

disk included disk not included

H
75%H 25%He

He

0
0
0

.079

.05

.0112

0.
0.
0.

079
0685
042

1
1
.73
.2
-

10"
10'
—

•9

•9
3.
1.
7

47
05

10"
10"
10"

1 0

1 0

12

Table 1. Masses, radii and mass-transfer rates of degenerate stars of
various compositions that might fit the observed 2500 s orbital period
of 4U1626-67. As eq.(8) is not valid for mg/"^ < 0.0B we have not
included the calculationyith disk for the pure He star. For the H
star we use R = 0.0448 ̂ °' 212
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Conclusions

<
It appears that, with non-degenerate secondaries, angular

momentum losses from the system are insuf f ic ient for increasing the
theoret ica l ly predicted mass-transfer rates to the values required
for the strongest bulge sources. On the other hand, a degenerate
companion may, for a r e l a t i v e l y short time (a few mil l ion years)
produce a suf f i c i ent ly large accretion ra te . This supports the
conclusions reached by Li et a l . (1980). For the 4U1626-67 system a
sat i s factory solution seems that the secondary i s a hydrogen-rich
degenerate star with a mass of 0.05 - 0,08 M..
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SUMMARY

It is pointed out that the cool main-sequence components of
cataclysmic variables and low-mass X-ray binaries will undergo
rotational braking by a magnetically coupled stellar wind, in a
similar way as single main-sequence stars. Since the low-mass
components of close binaries are forced by tidal forces to remain in
corotation, this leads to a loss of angular momentum from the
system, and to an enhanced mass-transfer rate.

Using the empirical braking law for cool main-sequence stars we
find that in systems with secondary masses M2>0.3 to 0.5 M the thus
induced mass-transfer rate is larger than that produced by
gravitational radiation losses. For M2«0.8M a mass-transfer rate
of l(T8#5M0/yr is achieved, sufficient to power the brightest
low-mass X-ray binaries.

Key words: X-ray binaries, accretion, stellar rotation,
stellar magnetic fields
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Introduction

To explain the mass flow in cataclysmic binaries Paczynski
(1967) proposed the mechanism of angular momentum loss by
gravitational radiation. A cataclysmic binary consists of a white
dwarf and a less massive companion that f i l l s i ts Roche-lobe. The
loss of angular momentum drives the two stars together, the
Roche-lobe shrinks accordingly, and the companion loses mass to the
white dwarf by Roche-lobe overflow. Calculations for the rate of
the mass-flow and the evolutiion of the system under the influence
of gravitational radiation losses have been carried out by Faulkner
(1971). Although his results for systems with a main-sequence
companion agree well with observations in some cases, e.g. Z Cha
(Ritter, 1980), in many systems the mass-flow rate seems to be
higher amd the evolution faster than this model can explain (Vogt et
a l . , 1980). Only models with a degenerate lobe-filling companion
predict high mass flows.

The same problem arises in the low-mass close binary models for
galactic bulge X-ray sources. In these models (e.g. Joss and
Rappaport, 1979) a neutron star is accompanied by a low-mass
(M<O.8M0), Roche-lobe fill ing secondary star. The mass-flow rate
and the evolution of these systems can be calculated with the same
formulae as derived for cataclysmic variables by Faulkner (1971).
The brightest galactic bulge sources have an observed X-ray
luminosity of Lv~10 ergs/s, which according to the simple formula

(1)

corresponds to mass acretlon rates of at least 10 M /yr. The
highest mass-flow rate predicted for main-sequence secondaries is
about a factor 100 smaller, i.e. 10 M0/yr. Simple improvements
in the calculations, e.g. inclusion of the angular momentum loss
from the edge of an accretion disk or the use of an improved
mass-radius relation for the secondary, do not change the results
appreciably (Kieboom and Verbunt, 1981).

Thus both in cataclysmic binaries and in galactic bulge sources
the mass flow is often higher than can be accounted for by loss of
angular momentum by gravitational radiation in models with a main-
sequence star as a secondary. Thus we would have to accept models
with degenerate stars as secondaries in all these cases, or to find
another more efficient way of losing angular momentum.

Magnetic braking of the rotation of a cool secondary is an
attractive mechanism. The idea that in stars with convective
envelopes a dynamo is operating, which has an efficiency that
decreases with decreasing rotation rate, is consistent with
observational data which indicate that the chromospheric (e.g. Ca II
H and K) and coronal emissions are strongest in rapidly rotating
star8 (see Zwaan, 1981). The magnetic braking is presumably due to
the stellar wind which streams out along the coronal magnetic field
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lines, which are rooted in the convection zone (Schatzman, 1962,
1965). The loss of angular momentum per unit mass in the stellar
wind is very large since the outflowing matter is forced by the i
magnetic field to corotate with the star out to large distances. A
Indeed the rotation rate of main-sequence stars with convective
envelopes is observed to decrease rapidly with age (Kraft, 1967).

Cool primaries in close binaries, which are forced to corotate
due to tidal forces, show a stronger Ca II H and K emission than
similar single stars. Middelkoop and Zwaan (1981) attribute this
enhanced emission to a strong dynamo action caused by the relatively
rapid rotation.

This letter investigates the effect of magnetic braking of the
rotation of the cool secondary on the evolution of low~mass X-ray
binaries. The existence of this effect in narrow binaries has been
noted before by Huang (1966), who investigates its influence on mass
transfer in a way different from the present paper, and
independently by Mestel (1968).

Angular momentum loss by unspecified causes has been included
in the binary evolution calculations fromWhyte and Eggleton (1980).

Magnetic braking I

We assume that the loss rate of angular momentum of a cool
secondary in a close binary is about equal to the loss rate of a
single star with the same rotational velocity. For main-sequence
G-stars the observed dependence of the equatorial rotation velocity
v on age t (for ages between some 106 and some 109 years) fits to
a function of the form

v = f 101* t-°'5 cm/s (2)
e

where f=0.73 according to Skumanich (1972) , or f = 1.78 according t o
Smith (1979) . From e q . ( 2 ) and the express ion for the angular
momentum J of a star with mass M_ and radius R„:

J2 = k2M2R2
2u (3)

where k 2 - 0 . 1 for cool main-sequence s t a r s , we f ind:
dJ
~ = -0 .5 10"28 f"2 k2 Mo R 9 V (4)
at I i.

We denote the mass of the primary as M j , the total mass as M-Mj+M2 >
and the masses „expressed in solar units as mj, n^, and m,
respectively. For the quantities on the right hand side of eq.(4)
we use the following values:

with a the distance between the two stars ( i . e . we assume the '
secondary to corotate with the orbital revolution), and the ';i
approximate mass-radius relation for main-sequence stars:
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R , M

-1 = -i. (6)
R M

0 e
The shrinkage of the orbit and the consequent mass-transfer ensures
that the secondary always just f i l l s i t s Roche-lobe:

R2 - R, (7)
for which we use Paczynski's Roche-lobe formula (Paczynski, 1967):

K M, . M2

- i = 0.4622 {-£)' if 7T < 0.8 (8)
a M M.

With these substitutions eq.(4) becomes:

dJ_

-£ = -1.8 1037 f~2 k2 m 2 (9)
at *-

This loss rate may be compared with the loss of angular momentum by
gravitational radiation (Paczynski, 1967):

dJ - 0 _ M2 M2 m 2

gr _ 32 G _i 2^ u 5 _ , , ,n3u ' , ,ns
d t 5c5 M2 m 2 / 3 m 2

l / 3

where e q . ( 5 ) t o (8) have been used. We thus f ind with k = 0 . 1 that
the e f f e c t s of magnetic braking can dominate the e f f e c t s of
g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n by over an order of magnitude in the mass
range that occurs in low-mass X-ray b i n a r i e s .

The e v o l u t i o n of the binary

As the l o s s of angular momentum per uni t mass in the
magnet ica l ly coupled wind i s very l a r g e , while the mass - los s r a t e i s
very smal l , we assume that the mass of the system i s conserved, i . e .
M • c o n s t a n t . With

M.M-
Jorb - "TT a ^ 0 1 )

and e q . ( 5 ) t o (8) i t i s e a s i l y shown that:

dJ , m0 , / , dm„
_ ü £ b = 3.0 1051 ( - 2 ) l / 3 (4m-7m?) -£ (12)

dt m 2 d t

As the tidal forces lock the rotation of the secondary to the binary
revolution, loss of angular momentum from the secondary will result
in loss of angular momentum from the system:

dJ dJ,
orb _ £ n v .
dt " dt U J ;

Combining eq.(9), (12) and (13) we find the equation that governs
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the evolution of the binary:

dT
1.9 10"7 f"2

yr
- l (14)

where p=M~/M; x in years. It may be noted that (7p-4) is necessary
negative, because of the condition in eq.(8). By solving this
equation we can determine the mass-flow rate in systems with
different total mass M as

fH (Me/yr) (15)

In figure la the mass flow predicted by our model is compared with
the mass flow predicted by the gravitational radiation model, for a
binary with total mass M = 1.8M . The initial mass of the companion
is 0.3Ma. We find that the evolution of the binary is initially
determined by magnetic braking, until the mass of the companion has
decreased to 0.5 or 0.3 Me - dependent of the value of f - when
gravitational radiation loss becomes more important. The actual
evolution as obtained by combination of the curves of figure la is
shown in figure lb. The results for a system with total mass
M=2.5Me are shown in figure 2. These results can be applied to the
galactic bulge X-ray sources, where the accreting star is a neutron
star .

For cataclysmic variables, however, we must take account of the
fact that the accreting star is a white dwarf, for which an upper
mass limit of 1.44M0 holds. Our computations are only valid up to
the point where the white dwarf reaches its mass limit, and implodes
to form a neutron star (Canal and Schatzman, 1976).

Another possibility is that the accreted matter is blown off in
nova explosions, in which case the mass of the white dwarf remains
constant, but the total mass of the system decreases (cf. Taam et
al., 1980). Comparison of figure 2b with figure lb shows that the
evolution of the mass-flow rate will be virtually the same as in the
case of conservation of total mass.

Conclusi ons

The first part of the evolution of low-mass close binaries,
down to secondary masses of 0.3 to 0.5 M e, is determined by magnetic
braking. The importance of magnetic braking is greater as the total
mass of the system, is higher, and the mass of the mass-losing star
is higher. Whether relatively high mass flows of 10" to
10~9 Me/yr can be explained by magnetic braking depends on the
exact form of the empirical curve of equatorial rotation velocity as
a function of age.
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Figure la. Mass-transfer rate in the binary as a function of time, as
•predicted by different models, for a system with a total mass of 1.8 Mm.
- | Only gravitational radiation losses
—•— Only magnetic braking, f - 0.73
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Figure lb. The actual mass-transfer rate in the binary as a function of
time as obtained by combination of the curves of figure la.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt een aantal aspekten van dubbelsterren
die ró'ntgenstraling uitzenden, bekeken. De helderste röntgenbronnen
binnen ons melkwegstelsel die door satellieten zoals de UHURU worden
waargenomen, bestaan allemaal uit een compacte ster - d.w.z. een
ster met de massa van de zon maar met een veel kleinere straal - en
een begeleidende gewone ster. De gewone ster verliest materie die
in de diepe zwaartekrachtspotentiaalput van de compacte ster valt en
de vrijkomende energie als röntgenstraling uitzendt.

In de hoofdstukken VII en VIII wordt onderzocht welk mechanisme
voor de massaoverdracht verantwoordelijk is in systemen met een
massaverliezende ster die een lagere massa heeft dan de zon. De
dubbelster verliest volgens de algemene relativiteitstheorie energie
in de vorm van zwaartekrachtsstrallng, waardoor de sterren naar
elkaar toe vallen. Volgens de gangbare theorie - geopperd in 1967
door Paczynski - is dit effekt voldoende om de raaterieoverdracht te
verklaren. In hoofdstuk VII wordt aangetoond dat dit niet zo is, en
dat met name in de wat wijdere dubbelsterren veel meer materie wordt
overgedragen dan met dit model te begrijpen is, zelfs indien we met
enige tot nog toe verwaarloosde effekten rekening houden. In
hoofdstuk VIII beschrijven we een ander mechanisme voor
materieoverdracht. V^t is bekend dat sterren zoals de zon
impulsmoment verliezen met hun sterrewind. Wanneer zo'n ster in een
dubbelstersysteem impulsmoment verliest, zal dit leiden tot
impulsmomentverlies van de baanbeweging, omdat rotatie en revolutie
in een nauwe dubbelster door de gatijdenkrachten aan elkaar
gekoppeld zijn. Door middel van een ruwe schatting leiden we af dat
het mogelijk is de waargenomen materieoverdracht met dit mechanisme
te verklaren.

De overgedragen materie zal veelal in een schijf om de compacte
ster terecht komen, en in deze schijf naar binnen spiraliseren. In
hoofdstuk V wordt onderzocht in welke gevallen zo'n schijf gevormd
zal worden, en worden de vergelijkingen opgesteld die de struktuur
van de schijf beschrijven. Met behulp van een classificatieschema
worden de verschillende schijfmodellen besproken. De conclusie
luidt dat de beschrijving van de gebieden in de schijf waar gasdruk
belangrijker is dan stralingsdruk, met de verschillende modellen tot
vrijwel dezelfde resultaten leidt, die in overeenstemming zijn met
de waarnemingen. Voor het gebied waar stralingsdruk overheerst,
hetgeen alleen optreedt om neutronensterren zonder magneetveld en om
zwarte gaten, bestaat nog geen enkel sluitend model. Theoretisch
verwacht men dat het zichtbare licht dat door een schijf om een
neutronenster wordt uitgezonden voornamelijk zijn oorsprong vindt in
röntgenfotonen die in de schijf worden geabsorbeerd, en
gethermaliseerd, waarna de energie in het zichtbare en ultraviolette
deel van het spectrum weer wordt uitgezonden. Deze verwachting
wordt in hoofdstuk VI getoetst aan de verzamelde waarnemingen aan
röntgendubbelsterren met een lage massa, en bevestigd.

In hoofdstuk II-IV worden optische waarnemingen aan een tweetal
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bronnen geanalyseerd. 2AO311-227 bestaat uit een witte dwerg met
een sterk magneetveld en een begeleider met een lage massa. Materie
valt van de begeleider naar het oppervlak van de witte dwerg langs
de magnetische veldlijnen. De lichtkrommen zijn zeer ingewikkeld en
moeilijk met een gedetailleerd model te verklaren. Zoveel is echter
wel zeker, dat de verrassende overgang van de HOt-lijnen van emissie
naar absorptie zijn oorzaak vindt in het verschijnen van een
helderrode lichtbron achter het gas dat de emissielijnen uitzendt.
In hoofdstuk IV wordt in het spectrum van de voorbijgaande
röntgenbron Cen X-4 een MgH en Mgb-triplet inzakking
geïdentificeerd, welke van een K-ster afkomstig moet zijn. Daarmee
is het bestaan van de begeleider van de neutronenster observationeel
aangetoond. We vinden verder dat de emissielijnen nog altijd
tamelijk sterk zijn, ondanks het feit dat de röntgenflux met een
factor 101* is afgenomen. Een mogelijke verklaring hiervoor wordt
gegeven in verhitting van het gas door thermische straling van de
hete neutronenster.

In de inleiding probeer ik de voor specialisten geschreven
artikelen voor een wat breder publiek toegankelijk te maken door de
achtergronden van het onderzoek te schetsen. Verder maak ik van de
gelegenheid gebruik de recente röntgen- en infraroodwaarnemingen aan
2A0311-227 te bespreken.
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STELLINGEN

bij het proefschrift

Mass transfer in stellar X-ray sources

1. De leeftijdsbepalingen van bolvormige sterrenhopen enerzijds, en van het
heelal anderzijds, zijn nu zo nauwkeurig dat het mogelijk is aan te tonen
dat somnige bolvormige sterrenhopen significant ouder zijn dan het heelal.
Dit geeft te denken1.

'A.Sandage, 1982, Astroph.J. 252,553.

2. Na de definitieve absolute ouderdomsbepaling van het KBS-tuf te Koobi
Fora1 kunnen we constateren dat de discussie over de ouderdom van schedel
KNM-ER 1470, zoals die de laatste jaren is gevoerd2, een zeer fraai voor-
beeld geeft van de kracht van relatieve dateringen.

'i.McDougall, 1981, Nature 294,120.
2D.C.Johanson and M.E.Edey, 1981, Lucy, Granada Publishing, London, passim.

3. De ondergang van de Minoische beschaving op Kreta kan niet te wijten zijn
aan de vulkaanuitbarsting op Santorini (Thera), aangezien deze beschaving
ook na de uitbarsting nog tekenen van leven heeft gegeven.

J.T.Hooker, 1976, Mycenean Greece, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, p.71.

4. De onveranderlijkheid van de pulsvonn van PSR 1913+16 wijst op een
poolkap-stralingsmechanisme voor radiopulsars.

J.H.Taylor, 1981, in: "Pulsars, IAU Symp.95", p.361.

5. Het is niet mogelijk met schijfmodellen pulsperioden te verklaren van
röntgenoulsars1 die geen schijf hebben.

^R.F.Eisner, P.Ghosh, and F.K.Lamb, 1980, Astroph.J. 241,L155.

6. De.methode van Patterson om met behulp van de verhouding van röntgen-
lichtkracht tot optische lichtkracht te onderscheiden tussen witte dwergen
en neutronensterren in röntgenbronnen1, wordt door hem gebaseerd op een
foutieve redenering, daar hij geen rekening houdt met het belang van
absorptie van röntgenstraling door de schijf. Het is echter mogelijk
dezelfde methode op een juiste redenering te baseren".

*J.Patterson, 1981, Nature 292,810.
2Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk VI.

7. Het feit dat het model van Verbunt et al.1 een eclips voorspelt van
de röntgenbron 2A0311-227 bij fasen 0.4-0.5 is geen argument tegen dit
model2, maar juist ervoor, aangezien zo'n eclips inderdaad optreedt.

'Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk II.
2N.White, 1981, Astroph.J. 244,L85.

8. Pogingen om verbeteringen op het eenvoudige schijfmodel van Shakura
en Sunyaev aan te brengen, hebben weinig resultaat gehad1. Daarom verdient
het de voorkeur in berekeningen voor röntgenbronnen met een schijf het
model van Shakura en Sunyaev te gebruiken.

lDit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V.

9. De minimum-periode van een dubbelster waarin materie wordt overgedragen,
hangt af van het tempo van de materie-overdracht en van de interne structuur
van de massaverliezende ster, maar niet van het mechanisme voor de materie-
overdracht. Daarom is de conclusie van Paczynski en Sienkewicz dat de
minimum-periode van cataclysmische variabelen er op wijst dat zwaartekrachts-
straling verantwoordelijk is voor de materie-overdracht in deze systemen',
niet steekhoudend.

'B.Paczynski and R.Sienkewicz, 1981, Astroph.J. 248,L7.



10. Het is janmer en kwalijk dat de historisch-materialistische uitweidingen
van A.Pannekoek in zijn geschiedenis van de sterrenkunde1 in de Engelse
vertaling2 zijn weggelaten3.

^.Pannekoek, 1951, De groei van ons wereldbeeld, Wereldbibliotheek,
Amsterdam.

2A.Pannekoek, 1961, A history of astronomy, George Allen and Unwin Ltd,
London.

3B.V.Koekarkin, 1966, voorwoord tot de Russische vertaling.

11. Evenzeer als de bestrijding van de astrologie1 is ook de bestrijding
van de religie voornamelijk een zaak voor psychologen en psychiaters2.
Daarom moeten sterrenkundigen niet te veel tijd aan deze zaken wijden.

^.C. van de Hulst, 1946, proefschrift Utrecht, stelling II.
zS.Freud, !933, Neue Folge der Vorlesungen zur Einführung in die
Psychoanalyse, Kap.35.

12. Het is een misvatting te menen dat het gymnasium slechts de toegangs-
poort tot de klassieke beschaving vormt: omdat vele Europese intellectuelen
uit de laatste vijf eeuwen een gymnasiumopleiding hebben genoten, vormt
het gymnasium ook en vooral het middel bij uitstek om tot de gedachten-
wereld van de moderne intelligentsia door te dringen1. Ieder begaafd
individu, ongeacht uit welk milieu, kan door het volgen van een gymnasium-
opleiding een Europese intellectueel worden. Een overheid die het gymnasium
afschaft - wat in Nederland met de Mammoetwet feitelijk al is gebeurd -
verricht daarom een daad die vooral mensen uit lagere sociale milieus
benadeelt.

'cf. F.Nietzsche, 1878, Menschliches, Allzumenschliches 1,266.

13. N'u menig ontvanger van een universitaire bul geen Latijn kent, zal het
van wellevendheid getuigen als de universiteit haar bullen voortaan in het
Nederlands stelt.

14. De ontstellende mate van ongeletterdheid betreffende wetenschap welke
Tamm bij Russische wetenschapsfilosofen constateerde1, kan ook bij niet-
Russische wetenschapsfilosofen worden aangetoond.

'I.E.Tamm, 1933, geciteerd in ISIS 7J_,241.

15. Het woord zegt het al: er is één heelal.
Over andere heelallen kan men slechts lallen.1

'Een huiveringwekkend voorbeeld is: A.de Froe, 1977, De Gids 144,539.

Utrecht, 7 juli 1982. Frank Verbunt.


